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LIBRARY BOARD
,
WILL BE CRAMPED
Not Allowed as Much Money
as Charter Provides
6

Should Receive Nearly Five Thousand, But is Cut Down Hy General Council.
•

_
IMPROVEMENTS

ARE

PADUCAH' KY.. WEDNESDAY EVrsTING. JANUARY 23. 1907.
CLOSE VALVES.
"In about two more days we
will begin to hear complaints
about cellars le-ing tilled with
eater," said City Engineer L. A.
Washington this morning. "At
the approaching stage of high
water the water is bound to be
forced back into the sewer Blaine
and through the drain pipes into
the houses. People neglect to
close valves and this accounts
for mest of the distress on such
-occasions. There will be plenty
of water standing in cellars all
over the city and putting out
furnace tires. People should be
warned of such danger."

NEEDED

10 CENTS PER WEEK

!MIGHT CONSIDER THE NOMINATION

TEN YEAR'S RECORD
WILL BE PASSED

Judge James Breathitt Says

When

River

Tide

He is Not in Race

Maximum at Paducah

Hopkinsville's Great Lawyer Is in
Paducah Today and Is Urged
for Governor.

Already Water Has trossed First and
Jeffersod Intersection—Over
the Trestle.

IT

MUST

COME

UNSOLICITED.

MILLS NOT

DAMAGED

MAKE INCREASE
IN PERSONALTY

•

Tug of War Between Former Mayors
THAW
Is Looked for in the Mayoralty Race

TRIAL IS ON
IN NEW YORK CITY

AGAINST COMPANY

4

Ghent

Elliott May Relinquish
Garbage Dump Contract With City

GREALHORTHERN
MELON IS NOT CUT

/IR ve

Ilf

AT ALI..

With $500 less for its maintenance
Judge James Breathitt; of HopkinsGovernment reports indicate that
ville, who is most prominently menthis year than it received last year,
he river Here will continue to rise
tioned in canuection with the Repubthe Paducah public library will have
for five days, and that the maximum
lican nomination for .governor, is ie
difficulty in getting through the year
-;tage sill be 45 feet. The river
the city on business. He was apunless some other department of the
rose one foot and three-tenths In the
city takes charge of some of its im- Plan of Tax Book Supervisors proached by many friends, who urged
last 24 hours, the same rise as was
2 2
.
him to make th.e race. To all of them
provements, or theemone,
-egistered for the preceding 24 hours,
aid Jewels, Luxuries, Motor
Judge Breathitt hal the same anfor .the work outside the apportionInd a big rise for the present stage
ment this year, 23,500. The board
et' the river. The stage this morning
Boats and Automobiles Will swer:
"I am not seeking-the nomination."
asked for $4,500, just ;500 more
at 7 o'clock was et.le
Be Assessed
However', those
most
than was received last year. The inintimate
,In 1898 the river rose slightly
with him feel certain he would not
creasing demands on the institution,
tbove 43 feet and tomorrow probrefuse the place.
following the growing patronage, retrey will find as high a stage here
"While I am not seeking the nomquires more money for books each HEAL ESTATE TWO PER CENT.
After that stage is reached alt re:,
ination," said Judge Breathitt in anyear.
eels for over ten years back will be
swer to direct questions, "It ie an
In addition to new books, which
broken. Last April, the usual spring
honer no man could lightly put
the board desires to purchase there
.1se tarried the :river to a 40 foot
Estimates made by a member of
aside. I have always been ready tc
are 400 -books completely worn out
stage. Snow felt lightly this mornthe board of city tax book superviaid my party, and if I was thought
that must
'ng betel heavy snowfall would hare
replaced. These bookssors on the total raise of the assessthe most available man, I might conhave been rebound. Now the Insides
little immediate effect, though shoald
ment over the figures of Assessor
sider the race, but the nomination
it emelt it would swell the volume of
of them are too far gone for repairs.
Stewart Dick, fix the raise at 2 per would
have to come to me unsolicited.
eater. It takes about a foot of snow Unless the old books are es-placed aria
cent., bat this does not mean that
"I admit I have received numerous
t equal an inch of rainfall.
new ones added the library will go
the total raise from last year will
letters from friends over the state
The river is over the Illinois Cendown until there will be no books at
be this small. In many instances tee since
my name has been mentioned:,
rral railroad track at First and Jefall.
assessor's figures have been increasand they are very kind.','
ferson streets this morning, for a
Several hundred dollar must be
ed, and because of the upholding of
distance of 25 feet. Tomorrow mornspent this spring on tbealleTway bevalues by the assessor, the. board of
Og sill find the river all over the
tween the building and the Grace
TO BE REPORTED.
supervisors have had occasion
to
ILABRY K. THAW AND HIS BEAUTIFUL WIt'E, EVELYN NESBIT THAW.
foot of Jefferson street and stopping
Episcopal cnurch. The library commake few changes.
traffic out of Firsts street into that
mittee wishes crushed stone and the
Until the work of the supervisors Rivers and Harbors Bill Carr)ing
Street. In the Western District Tochurch committee vitrified
brick.
$80,000,000
Appropriation.
Is finished, the actual raise over taleç
bacco warehouses on First and JefWhen the question at material is
year's assessment will not be known,
ferson streets, many hogsheads of
agreed on he work will be done.
Washington,
January,
23.
—
The
but it is said there will be more
tobacco are stored, worth thousands
A concrete curbing around the 11harbors %ill,
marepersonsl letoperty assessed this year rivers and
of dollars, bite water will enter the
• brary lot is needed, as the embanking
approximately
an
appropriation
than heretofore. In 1906 a list of
Second street entrance of the waresurvcsing the ground, with the view
trampled down, and one
ment will
taxable personal property was anony- of $80,000,000, will be reported-out'
houses before it gets into the river
of putting him forward when the
of the prettiest corners ruined otherof
the
committee
tomorrow.
The
mously sent to the board of superends.
proper
time
comes.
wise. Tills will require several thou.!
Former
Mayor Lang Says that
visors and was used by city and Mississippi river will get $15,000,No considerable Inconvenience has This information
is
cue for Begin Choosing Jury From
sand dollars, but it will likely be procounty. This "stirred 'em up" a 000; the state of Missouri, inland
if
Former
Mayor Reed is former Mayor Lang, who also has a
resulted
to the south side lumber
vided for.
waterways, 4647500; the . Mississipbit, and this year a full dozen of gasTwo Hundred Talesmen as mills thus fair in the high
'desire to be identified with the next
water.
The charter provides that the lipi
river
below
Cairo,
$9,000,000;
the
Candidaie
He
Will
Enter
oline laueehes have been plying the
though
sthould
the
administration,
river
rise
to
start
higher
a
counter
brary shall receive three per cefit of
state
of
Arkansas,
$357,500;
the
Soon as Court Convenes This
rivers about Paducah, Many new and
Lists A gainst
than expected, they will be in a Premovement, and ire is quietly setting
the school levy and one-half the ner
statt of Tennessee, including Tennesmore expensive
automobiles
have
earious
the
situation. The bluff along
woods
on
Morning,
fire
with
the
statement,
fines and costs in police court. As
see
river,
$1,000,895;
the
state of
been purchased, and these will go to
so it is said, that if former Mayor
the river there are high and at Third
the school apportionment is $33,000
Alabama,
$876,900.
swell the list. It is understood that
and Broad streets it probably is the
the library income from taxes should
The distribution of.. the total for f HE DEMOCRATIC
SITUATION. Reed rune, `he, former lafa-yof letteg,
the suprevisors are looking eloeely
will be a candidate before the Demo- PRISONER AIDS H19 COUNSEL. highest ground in the city. In the
year's
last
be ;990, while ne-half of
each
of
the
states
named
Tat
beee
after personal „property assessment,
north end of the city, the barracks
cratic primary. .
police court fines would be $1,457.28,
as many have escaped taxation
by given in former dispatches.
on Sixth street are the highest point.
It is believed that former -Mayor
$4.447,2,
revenue
of
making a total
concealment of the possession of diaLatest developments in Democratic Lang would much prefer that some,
In laS4 the beck' water was all over
showing that the library board has
OLDRIEVE AT MEMPHIS.
monds, pianos and such property
municipal
-politics indicate; a com- one else enoyed the honors and erffielNew York, Jan. 23.—The great 'hat part of the city where the Union
entitled
to.
it
is
not asked for all
hard to reach by the assessor.
plicated situation in regard to the nments and troubles and discomforts Thaw trial is on. The fight to save passenger station is now and extendUnder the Carnegie contract ten per
Has Best Day, Making Fifty-Six mayoralty race,
the principals be- of the executive chair, but he longs Harry Kendall Thaw from electrocu- ed beck into the woods, for miles.
levied,
which
would
be
cent should
POPULAR SKATING RESORT
ing the administration and former to aft close to 'the throne. His Idea tion In the electric chair for staying
et/ending on the w.hartheat, a view
make the Income about $7,000.
IS COURT HOUSE YARD
Mayor James Lang. Charles; Reed, it Is. so it is understood, to puncture Architect Stanford White began this for several squares up Broadway is
Memphis, Tenn., Jan. _23—With
eendeeeteetle'is ses-citeite of the ace the Regdeboom rather than to make mornIng before rustice Itegeraad In possible. The water hr lapping the
FIVE FEET HAD THIS HOG
The court house yard has been steamboat whistles blowing and a ministration forces for mayor. Mr.
the race personally, and if he suc- the supreme court. Drawing the jury rear of the square of buildings bee
WHICH HARRIS RAISED converted into the most popular great throng on the river front to
Reed is popular and once graced the ceeds, we may hear of other names. to try the young millionaire began tween Jefferson street and Broadway,
skating rink in Paducah, 'and lads welcome him Capt. Charles W. Old- executive chair, besides serving his
City Attorney Thomas Harrison with the opening of court. It wile be occupied by the Paducah Ice company
Tom Yards, a well known farmer and misses .from four and five years rieve. -the man who is "walking on time
in the legislative department. and Mr. G. R, Davis are mentioned days before the jury is selected from and the Fowler, Cruinbaugh & cone
tne-Hinkieville
and stock raiser of
to "grown ups" can be seen skating the water" from Cincinnati to New
Although no announcements at for the posation, but they do not 200 taleemen. Thaw is aiding bis Pany boat store. It is five feet distroad, raised a five footed hog. On on rollers from early morning until Orleans, a distance of 1,060 miles on all have
been made, It Is known that seem to be involved
ant from the Armour depot. It Is
in tne little counsel in picking the jurymen.
the right foreleg the hog had two late afternoon. The concrete walks a $5,0050 wager, reached this city friends
of former Mayor Ree"ti are skirmish between the ex-mayors.
After the roll call of taiesmen was unlikely that the water company's
perfectly formed feet. Harris struck are used affording an excellent place yesterday afternoon shortly after 3
concluded District Attorney Jerome tempi-he station will be affected. The
o'clock, twenty-four hours behind the
A bargain with Rouse & Sanders, for the sport.
'BROOM' 'OR.T CRADLES OF
moved that Harry Thaw be arraigned south gangWay of-the wharfbeat was
schedule, He had his bet day yesgrocers. He wanted to keep the freak
L
_FERRY BROKEN. foralrlel on the charge of murder. In use this morning, as the eiver has
grocers
mimed
it
beand
miles.
terday,
made 56
foot, but the
Was Too Inquisitive.
Transfering the Carbondale ac- "Harry K. Thaw to bar," railed the esen sufficiently to put it near the
longed to the hog, whicn they had
Ray Walker's Inquisitive elature
commodation train across the Ohio clerk. There was intense silence in top of the bluff.
Water at Portsmouth.
paid for.
!ended him in the city lockup on thee
river here by boat hits been suspend- the roan when the officer opened -the
The sharp fall at Peteburg yesterPortsmouth, 0., Jan. 23.—Water
charge of jisorderly conduct this
of Saturday night's doer leading to the jury room and day, and the falls at Cincinnati and
ed on ...Pk
morning. He climbed up on engines still covers parts of the business disFamily of Three Drowned.
storm damaging the cradles aud piles Thaw entered. He was pale and Lorrieville, are encouraging, and the
Exeter. Mo, Jan. 23.—Word was examining the throttles and other trict. The damage will reach thouson -the Brookport side: Trains go to nervous. He marched quickly to his condition in the Cumberlend river is
received here today of the drowning working in the shop yards, and was ands of dollars. Many buildings are The Court-or Appeals Affirms the- riverel edge on both sides. The
t and lookee at his wife and moth- not set-Reis. -1heelitiestssippi river is
of a man, woman and child, named found busily engriged-717-Wis investi- completely wrecked. The destrnction
Passengers are ferried acmes on_ the er. He gave -them a smile and n
muerte .y high and' no boats can go
Decision
of
Mayfield
Court
than
by the '84 flood.
E„vertson. while crossing White river gation by Special Patrolman Tolbert. Is even greater
bisatransfer boat and are landed at They smiled. His wife nodded
a ender the +lades bridge. As few
The town has been without lighebut
In a wagon, 20 tnaes east ()there lest His trial will be held tomorrow.
in Liquor Case in Tha$
, City the regular steamboat wharf; and cheering greeting. Charles W. Dry- boats are running, It Will not be a
gas supply is promised this evening.
evening. The family was en route
from there go to
. their train in wait-- den, an engineer,, was the that tales- great. ineouvenienee.
Last Summer
from Oklahoma to their home In Arleg.
Fire in Cincinnati,
man called, lie bad formed an opitiLoot.'s Are at Work.
Alleged Counterfeiters.
kansas when the accident happened
Cincinnati, Jan. 23.-- The plant
on and was excused.
Illendrrson-;.Ky.. Jan. 23.—The
Muskogee,
T.,
Jan
23—William
I.
of the Cincinnati Reduction COM
EPIDEMIC RECORD GONE.
river Is still rising, and thonsands of
pany was most detroyea by fire this Clark, and George Keller alias Fran- CASE ATTItACTED ATTENTION
TWENTY MINERS DEAD.
ROGERS GOES TO PEN
bushels of corn go with every Inca.
counterfeiters,
cis
Sparks,
alleged
Denver, Jan. 23.—Twenty miners morning. The entire loss is $75,000.
Chicago Has 308 Contagious Diseases
TO SERVE HIS ONE YEAR. Forty-stx feet Is the
stage expected
This Morning.
are reported itICMI as the result of an The buildings were surrounded by were arrested tonight. They had a
today. The ferryboat Henderson is
die
for
printing
bills
of
the
Merwater.
Sheriff John W. Ogilvie went to seeming the
explosion at Brimetto
Indiana lowlands and
Tae case of the commonwealth of
Chicago Jan. 23.—All epidemic,
chants and Planters bank of AugusFacidevilleathis morning with Albert getting several
loads of stock daily.
records
are
broken.
The
total
of
conGraver; county against George H.
ta Ga.
Rogers who waesenteneed at_the last
Mules are being taken from, pardiseases reported in the 24
tegious
Goodman &, company, this city, has
term of circuit court to one yeae. In lors of hen es
and lofts of stables.
hours ending this morning, were
Talbott on (earunittee.
the peniteuttaey for petit, larceny. Many swim
been affirmed by the court of appeals, scarlet feve-, 223; diptheria, 55:
awat and are lost.
vaIndianapolis. Jan. 22.— Joshua
and -the firm witt-have to pay a fins rious others, 25, including fite cases Rogers has been waiting in Paducah
The ferryboat cuts all telephone or
Frederick Talbett, member of consince then trying to get a new trial, telegraph wires
of $100ated mate-for operating in a Of smallpox.
which Impede resew,
gress from Maryland, was today apbut failing was taken up to serve his work.
local option teen. Salee last summer
Several men have had narrow
pointed a member of the Democratic
sentence
today.
and
escapes from drowning. Thieves are
Complications Into which the board the coulee) will find it necessary to national committee, by Chairman the case had been hanging fire,
was hard foughteaThe Paducah lirM
operating all over the submerged secof health has been thrown by the high buy a self propeleng dump boat or Taggert to fill a vacancy.
Gambling in Cotton.
deals in liquors, a dealer In Mayfleldtion stealing householdkends.. meat,
water may ultimately lead to the es- build an incinerating plant."
Waehington, Jan.
23.—Senator etc. Many deers have
sOlicited orders. Geode were shipped
tablishment of en'incinerating plant.
More than a year ago a crematory
been -broken.
7.ere.
21 Below
Culberson 'has inftexineed a bet pro.diStribnted.
to him personally and he
Destruction Is Heavy.
"Ghent & Fabliott cliii rnthat they wee suggested by Me. Saunders A.
Sault Ste. Marie, Mich.. Pan. 23 —
cornhibiting the sending of any informaOwenehoto, Ky., Jan. 23.—The
snake no money, In fact, lORp R." Fowler, then a member of the board The government thermometer regis- The firm was proeecuthe
responsible for
tion regarding dealings in cot.ton water: liereVas
holding
it
mnnwealth
ani
data
works.
Figures
'public
Brother,
of
the
President O. H.
of
reached a point withtered 21 below zero this morning.
futures, either over interstate tele- in two feet of that of
agents. A fine of
1834 and wnen
board of health, said, this morning. were secured, but no further action Sleds Are driven across the river on the acetone of its
aseessed
in
the
$100 and coats was
St. Paul, Jan. 23. --A temporary graph lines or through the mails.
the crest comes It will probably be
"Although they tookout over a thou- *art taken.
Ice today
test case, and pending the settle- injunction, restraining the proposed
within fOtir _Inches of the former
sand carcasses frnm Ofe city teat sear
ment in the appellate court, opera- issue of, sixty
millions additional
mark.
au4 reduced' them to oil, they failed
Simmons He-Elected;
tions In Graves county were ceased stocitiby the Great Northern railroad,
The bank around the F,6 g:•• distilto profit. This high water will cause
Raleigh. N. C., Jan. 23.-- Senator
Goodman & company. Goodman seas granted•be Judge Heim in the
lery. on the river front here. bat'
them to lose MODIty In fulfilting their
WE‘THEll —e Patti& cloudy
F*, M. Simmons was today re-elected by
Broaellietd and 'stria gotta toJaY. The action ren There hi only one kind of a
was represented •
caved In and 400. bgrrelit of whielty
contract, and ale the city can-'do is to
with rising temperature tonight
United States senator by the state
aterIpaper circulation atatement
posy,. of Mayfield.
ders the "culling of the melon" as
been lost
take it away from them, they having
700 ;1,i
I Pellet ti re,
ving
116 vo
colifideratkui
erto -mlo- oareorrimfr strictirtreffdir
etwebots*r1111*--414
pottuorlornott:
;TM
IT
MY—R*616er
TV
Aftftifir''''
and that is the dally detailed
.1. Mil, recenta, en indefiriite propo-elected. •
,
Benjamin Tillman 11
Highest telt petitI tire yesterday, in Rater lip to their bodies, With
are more than willing to relinqui
statement. The Sten I. the only
tie prospect for rescuing them.
ail obligations, Unless a diem far
suiumbis„ s. C., Jae. 23.-'-Oath sition. as tie Great Northern will ap- 3$; lowest today, 211,
GRAIN MARKET.
Paducah paper printing such a
One-half a -million bushels-of grain
from the city can be secured whore
statement.
IhOttees of the legt4ature todny re- peal to the supreme eottrt, where the
farmers May secure fertiliser and carf`lticinnati, Jan. 23.-Wbeit, 76; fleeted B. R. Tillnlan to the United Case w111'41rag until May next at the
eariteit.
ry it away, as le done n other cities,
(Continued on page four.)
States senate,
cern, 46, oats, 39 1-2.

Him

•

Reaches

i

I 'a:

•
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:
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!FELL FROM TRAIN
INTO BACKWATER

Theatrical Notes

AT THE KENTUCKY.
Wednesday night and balance of
week, "The Ina Lehr Stock Comparty," with matinee Saturday.

Sore Head, Sore Nose, Sore Throat, Sore Lips, Sore Face,
Sore Chest, Sore Muscles, Sore Back, Neuralgia?,

"The Little Mother."
Ina Lehr and company will pre.No Oue Heard Him Fall and in Darksent tcnight at The Kentucky -The
ness; He Swam to Piling and
Little Mother," a beautiful story full
Saved Himself.
of fun and palthns. Miss Lehr teus
surrounded herself with a caeable
company - of pitters. Miss Lehr has
also given special attention to her
vaudeville entertainment 4 pleasing vaudeville acts to be interspersed
during rendition of the play, makingLosing his foothold on the slip- it a centinuous dramatic and vaudepery iron hand rail, Luther Avery, of ville entertainment. Miss Lehr will
1623 Tennessee street, felleto waat be seen in the leading role; she will
seemed certain doom from a freight also be seen In many character intertrain, Into the icy back water at East pretations during her engagement.
Calre-ittst before dawn this morning.
Julius Caesar.
By desperate efforts the railroader
The tourist in Italy invariably
managed to save himself, and did pauses with reverential reluctance on
not realize his perilous position un- the ruins of ancient 'Rome, as they
til after he was safely stored away in stand unearthed in their marble magUnequaled after Shaving. Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded.
the caboose by a hot stove undergo- nificence. Fragmentary and incom25 trents,50 cents, and $1.CO. All Drugr±sts.
•
ing a brisk rubbing down.
plete, they are stile majestic remindAvery is a flagman running be- ers of a time of historiell splendiar,
and Paducan, on etrch as the world may never see
tween Mounds,
the Cairo extension of the Illinois l again. In -a play such as "Jullue
es they are more popularly termed,
Central. He is assigned to manifest!Caesar" which Charles B, Hanford
eeeking largely the smaller towns,
freight train, No. 852, Conductor wilt preeenit at The Kentucky on Wed
conform before organizing to
the
Beyers Robertson, and Engineer nesday, January 30, it becomes the
Tobable business to be expected.
Mounds
early_
Bean, The train left
function eaf - the, protineer not only to
Others, especially those who have a
Ibis morning, and at East Cairo stop- restore these ruins to thd modern eye
eputation to sustain, figure on posto
meet a but to re-people their streets and
ped on a high trestle
Most Physics Leave You Weak
ibilities.
The latter aptly apple,north bound train. Avery stood on Palaces. The task is one whose tweeDyspepsia
often causes intense distress and pain, which
o "Hooligan's Trouble" to appear at
top of a box car, lantern in hand for naticns have Influenced many of the
is quickly relieved by a thorough physic, but unless the
The Kentucky on Tuesday night, init was yet dark. 'After flagging the world's greatest players. It is not
proper remedy is taken the patient is very apt to find himsmuch as it is the original company
train to a stop, he started down the !strange that Mr. Charles B. Hanford,
self a slave to the "Physic Habit."
eith Arthur 0. May t the original
rails of the box to an adjoining flat who this season undertakes it, since
This is caused by the severe shock which the drug gives
fooligan), and Grace Burgoyne (the
car towards the caboose.
It wes the role of "Marc Antonyto the intestinal muscles making them so weak they
original Freckles), in the cast, supMissing his footing he fell. Down Which at the outset of his careerare unable to voluntarily perform their functions. The
orted by teeth one -exception) the
he went, missing the ends of the brought him fame as a representabowels cannot act oftheir own accord and so the
ntire original company. To make
ties by a hair breadth. He cried out tive American actor.
physic which caused the trouble is taken again
a inlay good, twenty-one "specialty"
for assistance but his cries were unbut in a larger dose in order to aecomplish
"Merry Wives of Windsor."
red musical numbers are on the proresults. The need for such an artificial treatheard.
Among the pretentious -dramatic ram.
water,
ment becomes chronic and the size of the dose
fell
in
the
splash
he
With S
offerings of the season the corning
must be gradually increased. The patient at
feet foremost. Sinking below the presentation of "The
Merry Vetves of FINE CUBANS CAUGHT IN RAID
last becomes a confirmed victim of the "Physic
his scattered Windsor," by
surface he collected
Louis James, will be
Habit," and his strength and health rapidly
wits, and on rising struck out des- one of the most
conspicuous, for it Liberal Leaders, Caught_ at Cock
leave him.
perately. It was dark in his fat! is said that Mr.
James has not oniy Fight, Say It Was for Americans.
his lantern was extineuished. Fortu- given a magnificent
scenic embellishnately the flagman selected the right ment to this
delightful comedy, but
Havana, Jan, 23.— General Jose
direction, and in an instant his has surrounded
does not act like other laxatives. Instead of
himself with a coterie Miguel sGomez, the Liberal presidenweakening the intestinal muscles it so strengthhands came in contact with a clus- of confreres worthy
of his associa- Cal candidate; ex-Congressman Menens them that they can perform their functer of piling.
tion and best consideration. Nellie
dieta and General Monteagitdo, the
tions unaided. It is a pleasant remedy to
With a glad cry Avery held firm- McHenry, who has
been Identified two latter also being Liberals, were
take, and rapidly strengthens all the muscles
ly to the slippery poles. He was shiv- with some of the niost
important pro-. fined $50 each this morning for cock'
through its great tonic properties. In cases of dyspepsia it quickly relieves the
ering from the icy water and grow- ductions of the last decade
has been fighting. General Pine Guerra, thel
pain and soon affects a permanent cure.
ing weak. No one heeding his shouts specially engaged to play
"Mietreselex.revolutionary leader, was to have!
All druggists sell Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin at so cents and $t a bottle.
he began to climieSlowly working his Quickly," a character
that is said to appeared in court on the same charge
Money back if it doesn't satisfy.
way. towards the black ties above he fit her like the
proverbial glove. Nor- but excused himself on account of
gained courage. Once he slipped.and man Hackett, a sterling young
actor, Illness. The defendants claimeiethat
fell back a few feet. More caution who has been identified with
nearly teey did not intend to break the law,
was exercised until be reached the all of Mr. James:
productions for the hut only wished to make a demonties. Drawing himself up he caught ;met ten years, will be
"Matter Ford.' s:ration of Cuba's national sport tr: and Fifth streets. He had a pile of complied with the law,
and Alphie Tames,
the journal boxes of a truck
brick in front of his house, and plac- ing his lanterns we're gene.
remembered for her some high American army efficers.
dripping with icy water he made his splendid service with
lug
two red lanterns, for which he
Mr. James last
•
way to the caboose.
Every man sees an earthly angel
had paid $1.25 each, on the brick, re- I
season is the "Mistress Ford," and
OPYSY PRETENDER.
the woman .he loves.
Avery was not seen to fall, and Charlotte Lambert, an
that
he
had
fully
l
in
conscious
tired
actress of exthe fact that his tram was standing cellent
reputation, t he. "Mistress Followed By His Subjects By
from
being Page." Other
him
doubtless -saved
players
.worthy of mere
Telephone.
every
crushed to death under the wheels.
than passing note are: J. Arthur
Memphis, Tenn., Jtan. 23.-- Reo
bcz. is54.
Young, Lillian
Lancaster, Nathan Slatcho, alleged king of the Gypsies,
EX-CORPSE
Aronson, William Chrestie Miller, C.
who, it ts claimed by a band of local
D. Burt, H. D. Brown, G. W. Ward,
Gypsies, levied tribute upon wanderTell All About How He Died During H. F. Maurice, etc. Mr. James wile
Jag tribes uader threats of death,
Yellow Fever Plague.
of course, be the "Falstaff" and there
was located Ihriaugh a long-distance
a-re few characters In which this Werttelephone message from IndianapoChattanooga, Jan. 23.— John Ca- did actor excels with
happier results Es after an appeal had been teleren, while testifying at a trial. said than as the
Broadway, 36th ard 37th Sta., Herald Square, New York
inimitable knight of Wind graphed to-President Theodore Roose
that in 1871 the year of Chattanoo- sor, "Happy Jack
Falstaff." At The velt for the aid of the secret service
Most Centrally Located lintel on
ga's y Pow fever scourge, 'ae was Kentucky Monday night,
Broadway. Only ten minutes walk
eleuths.
burled alive for 12 hours, beetle'
to 25 leading theatres. Completely
Sonic Teuth in This Hooligan.
Siatcho. according to agypsy in
thought dead,
renovated and transformed in every
Many times attractions or "shows" Indianapolis, left that-- city at G
department.
Up-to-date in all re"I was taken Ill of yellow fever,"
o'clock last Wednesday evening fOr
spects. Telephone in each room.
he said. "The next day I died. That
Four Beautiful Dining Rooms
New York.
is, they thought I died, but I did not
with Capacity of 1200.
I suppose I was In a trance. They put
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS
me in a coffin and at about 10 o'clotk
PAZO OINTMENT is guaranteed to cure 'fly
buried me. I wore a ring that was
-rase of Itching, Blind, Weeding or PrOtrudi, g
Piles in 6 to is days or money refunded. Soc.
claimed by a young woman. That
Broadway's chief attraction for Spenfgat her friends dug up my body to
cial Food Dishes and Popular Music.
STOLE CHIEF'S LANTERNS.
get. the ring. heard the hammering
eress --farmeaa Plan. 411. Buss. 280 Beam
on the box. Then I felt the pulling
Thieves Render Futile Hie Effeets to
on my finger. d sat up in the coffin
P
ke Rooms $1.50 and upward. $2.00 and urward with bath. Parka, Becimorn and Bath
$3.130 and upward. $1.00 extra where two persona occupy a single ream
Csol
Comply
and the gravediggers ran. I got out
IV 11117: t411 -41001i LT-T.
of
Collins
Chief
Police
James
of the grave, but don't know what I
OW
nee
Size
Collar
Sara
Mew*
-awoke
find
betneelf
a
law
violator
to
did until the next day, when I found
IS eeets earl,•tor
leTT, rr.sisooy
this morning. Chief Oollins is.makF- M. TIERNEY. Manager
Myself on the street in my underlinkers of Chnnt and Motarc• &Arta
ing improvemen,te at his home. .Tones
clothes.

AiTc",i/11//16;

Catarrh, Fever Blisters,
Sore Joints, Sore Feet,
Frost Bites, Soft Corns?

Muscular
RheumatisOi?

MISS MARGARET TIERNEY

MRS.CHAS. A.ROC KVVOOD

A large proportion of the operations
performed in our hospitals are upon
*omen and 'girls for Some organic
trouble.
Why should this be the ease?

are constantly being received, by
Mrs. Pinkham to prove our claims.
Mrs. C. A. Rockwood, teacher of
Parliamentary Law, of 58 Free St.,
Fredonia, N. Ye, writes:
-"Por-rearsI suffered with female trouble.
It vas decided that an operation was necessary, and although I submitted to a serious
operation my sufferings continued, until
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
was recommended and it proved a marvelous
remedy, so quickly did it n-store my health.
I cannot thank you.sutillciently for the good
it has done me."
Miss Margaret Tierney. of No. 328
Street, New York, writes:
W. .nth
-

• Because they have neglected themselves, as every one of these patients
In the hospital beds had' plenty of
warning in those dragging sensations.
pains at left or right of abdomen,
backaches, nervous exhaustion, infiamination, ulceration, displacements, and other organic weaknesses.
All of these symptoms are indications of an unhealthy condition of the
female system and if not heeded the
penalty has to be paid by a dangerous
When these symptoms
operation.
manifest themselves, do not drag
*long until you are obliged to go to
the hospital and submit to an operation—but remember that Lydia L..
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, made
from native roots and herbs, has saved
hundreds of women from surgical
toperations.
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compounds has cured more eases of
feminine ills than any other one
remedy. Such letters as thefollowing

Dear Mrs, Pinkham
"When only eighteen years of age our
physician decided that air operation was
ner•essary to permit of my womanly organs
performing their natural functions. My
mother objected and being urged by a
relative to try Lydia E. Pinkham's Veget.I soon.improved...in
ahis
health. the proper conditions were established and I am well and strong, thanks to
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound."
No other remedy has such unqualified endorsement as Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound. No
other remedy in the world has such
a record of cures of female ills.

Mrs. Pinkham's Standing invitation to Women
Women suffering from any form of female weakness are invited to
promptly communicate with Mrs. Pinkham, at Lynn, Mass. From the
symptoms given, the trouble may be located and the quickest and surest way
of recovery advised. Out of her vast volume of experience in treating female
ills Mrs. Pinkham probably has the very ,knowledge that may help your
case. Her advice is free and always helpful.
Ask !Ws. l'inkham's Advice—A Woman Best Understands a Woman's His.

CivtKentucky an Kentucky
BOTH PHONES 548.

BOTH PHONES 548.

Tuesday Night, Jan.29
Here's a Good One.

4—BIG NIGHTS-4
BEGINNING

TO=NIGHT
And balance of week

PIG BARGAIN MATINEE SATURDAY

IDA LEHR & CO.
Four Big Vaudeville Acts

ITS MI
TI1E ORIGINAL

I5—PEOPLE--15
Opening Bill

THE LITTLE MOTHER

Withithe eriginai Hooligan Arthur°.
Nay, dainty Grace Butroyne and the
original all star conipany• 23 Vaudeville and musical numbers. This is the
play and this is the company that
makes 'cm all whistle, sing, roar and
Prices—Matinee, children 10c,
Shout.
adults 23c. Night prices, be, 20c
Prices: 25c, 3Zic, 50c.
and 30c.
a. m.
Seats on aide Momlay

Ladies Free Wednesday Night
Usual Conditions.

Burns, Cuts, Sprains, Bruises, Swellings
and Inflammations? Use

It Cools, It Soothes, It Cures.

e physic habit is more
anterous than dyspepsia

Monticello, Ill.

Pepsin Syrup Co.

on

Hotel Marlborough

-CRESWELL

Wednesday Night,in 30 MONDAY NIGHT,Jan, 28
First Time Here

The Eminent Actor

Supported by
Nellie McHenry, Norman Hack et t

t•
Accompanied by

Aphie Jame‘, and

a veritable

ALL STAR CAST
MISS MARIE DROFNAH

Presenting

The Famous
German Restaurant

SWEENEY-TIERNEY HOTEL COMPANY

WITCHCRAFT PLEA

IN.4f/URT

Shakespeare's Charming Comedy
In a Notable Production of

The Merry Wives
Julius Caesar of Windsor
40 People in the Cast 40

A production complete to the most
minute detail.

•\., A Carload of Special Scenery
Scenery.

Costal*

Musk

Fill( I.›;

All down stairs*
Balcony

Dons

$1 50
$1, The, 50c

0allery
...35c, 25c
Seats on sale Saturday 9 a. in.
Defends Smoot.
Washington, .1arl, 23.—Senator
Sutherland today ratite to the defense of his colleague. Senator
Smoot, of
defefiding his right
to retain hie seat :In the Milted
Prefacing 'els crate-States- senate
Wr---7111111111Art intbeteliMPISIMIllna
Me"
,
ity of the chkriree against 'Mr. Smnot,
the junior Ptah senator, said there
were extreme views held in his state
on both eidee of the question. He
paid he did not expect to satisfy elper of these extreme tcktnes. _

rtab,

Iowa
Name Dolliver.
Des Molueae.sfa , Jan. 23
Senator
Deliver max renominated at he Republican legislative amen% to sneered
himself. He made a speech in which
4robt114 It. to he his belief that

Salem Days Recalled
by
Early
Strange Charge in Nebraska Town.
Butte Neb.. Jan. 23.— A tale of
witehcraft that reetelle the early days
of Sal,pm. Mass., appears In the complaint just flied here by Jacob Jargene, a' farmer living near Spencer.
He declares that black art has been
Practiced for some months against
members of his family and against
Ills eattle and horses by a young
neighbor woman.
The trouble began last Easter.when
when Jar-gases' son. while dancing
with the alleged witch found himself
unable to put his foot to the ground.
and fell into hyaterfes. The hysteria
did not abate for several darawhen
the spell *as .broken by a friend
from Spencer, who 4retit to the Jarens farm and quoted scripture.
Eventually It become necessary to
send the boy to another part.of tap
MAUL

°I7tellit
)
.410eilk.94
len4h:
t
-"alatt,ti,.0
••
%te;n
of the ilitople.
livers
daps Suffer Loss.'
nomination is equivalent to an elecTokio, Jan. 23. - The main buildtion.
ings of the deparirnent of eommioucations was burt,
iet this morning InIt takes a ao,,ft man to spread him volving a iota of a half million. Most
self.
of the documents were destroyed.

Working Women

Women
Weary
With
Work

and girls who are worn out with the toil of daily work, find in Wine
of Cardui a remedy that will assuage their pains, build up their nerves,
restore their appetites and strengthen their weary bodies. No women
suffer so generally from the diseases peculiar to their sex, as those
who weaken their system with oNier-work, be It at office, store, or home.

To such over-worked women

Wd

CARD

comes as a boon and a

blessjng, as is proved by its

years. in the treatment of female diseases,
writes Mrs. Nellie French, of Batavia. 0.

WRITE US FREELY
- wad hanker.. ta-vagegeeit-rwashearir.--teitivigrailwywes
(ri1,-, 1,14 stating your
•• v.ill send you
FREE ADVICE,. In plein sealed em .lore. and a valuable 6i-.page Book on "lieme Treatment for Women."
Address: Ladies' Advisory Department, The
Chattanooga ffiedldns Co., Chattanooga, Tenn.
0 ea

•

wonderful success, for the past 50
"I cannot rccormriend- Cardui too highly,"
had been bothered with pains in my back,

444140401$#4441.4141410044111X,g,I.VArea1061.94*.coiguLak4ut.
ented'avay all path. l'have recommended Cardut to miny of my friends." It Is safe,
non-Intoxicating and absolutely reliable.

Good for young q.,,1

It

At Every Drug Store in $1.00 Bottles

No Interest in Event Which
Was Purely Formal

For Speech Referring to Ten
nessean's Retirement

The backward season on all lines of heavy
clothing, especially Underwfar. justifies us in
making extraordinary price re luctions. You
can rest assured that we will not be slighted
by the cold weather man this winter, and if
you are wise you will prepare while you can
get the kind and size you want. Our lines are
from the most representative mills in the
world. consisting of Woolens, Camel's Hair,
Royal Silk Plush, Cooper's and Imported
Balbriggans, etc.

Most Severe Attach Heard in Chamber Sinee Tillman and Laurens Fell Om.

One equally successful in plain and fancy
baking—such is HI-LO.

EXCITEMENT AT A *HIGH PITCH

What stronger testimony
than its universal usage in
the principal hotels and
bakeries. Accustom yourself to the "double
strength" of HI-LO.

Washington, Jan. 23.—The most
sensatfonal episode in the United
States Senate since the personal encounter between Senators Tiernan
and MeLaurin in the spring of 1902
occurred ota Tuesday. "Pitehfork
Ben" again occupied tnecenterOf the
stage, but retinred to second place
when Senator Carmack of Tennessee,
a Democrat, arose and in a few sentences administered to the South
Carolinian the bitterest, most humiliating tongue-lashing that has been
heard in the Senate chamber during
the term of tile present generation of
members.
When Mr. Spooner finished Senator Carmack obtainea the floor and
spoke as follows:

A heaping teaspoonful per-teal,
ka,
.•ens a Quart of flour.

Protected in moist-proof
tins, and sold at an honest
price—a dime a pound.

At your grocer's.
CONTINENTAL BAKING POWDER COMPANY
NASHVILLE,
•
TENNESSEE

Gevernor Deneen Appoints New Members of Boards Without Delay
—Coca! Option.

EXPRESS IS COMMON CARRIER.

Springfield, Ill., Jan, °:L—Senator
Shelby M, Cullom was elected a fifth
titheto represent Illinois in the national, senate. Tho house and senate
voted separately today and the two
houses met in joint session to ratify
the actioti. Prticelleac
no interest
was taken:in the cut and dried proceedings, the gallery being empty.
New Members Appointed.
Governor Deneed today appointed
Bernard A. Eckhart, of Chicago, a
member of the state board of railroad and warehouse commission, sece
Isaac Elwood, of Dekalb,- term eriered; also J. A. Willoughby, of
Belleville, vice A. L. French, of Chapin, term expired. The state beard
of trustees today elected i-l-arry Godfrey ,Hardt at present first assistant
physician at the Northern
hespital
for the Insane at Elgin, superintendent of the asylum 'for the feeble minded children, vice C. B. Taylor, resigned,

t
CONFORMING %ITN AR PURE FOOD
LAWS STATE AND NATIONAL

"I believe that no senator here has
given more frepuent or severer provo
eaticn for retort than eenaton from
I Soutn Carolina has done, and no senator has complained more often or
more bitterly of having been made
the victim rf offensive remarks. No
senator on either side of the chamber
hes ever made remarks abent the sen
ator from South Carolina as studiously offensive as the senator from South
Carolina, .without any provocation
waatever, has seen fit to make of a
number of his colleagues in this cham
her.
"The senator from South Carolina
saw fit to inrinde me in his personal
remarks, without any provocation
whatever, as far I can judge. T have
no feeling of resentment toward the
senator from South Carolina. for,
without making lune—personal application, T Wien to say that with respect to some men it is a - misfortune
rather than a NUR that they do not
know how to speak the language of
conrtesy and good feeling.

mei that I have taken a gar.and of
floweee upon the broken spear to the
White House. Broken or unbroken,
Choice of our 52 oo and $250 Underwear
that spear has never been dipped in
,
and Union Suits
the filth of the gutter. I am glad to
Choice of our $3.00 and $3_.50 Underwear
say that that shattered spear will be 111.11 Makes Express Common Carrier.
_
and Union Suits
withdrawn from here unstkined with
Representative Cametall S. liearn,
Choice of Our $4.00 Underwear and -..
dishonor and unstained by any act of of Quincy, today intrcduced in tee
Union Suits
mine with anything that approaches house e bill nraking express conrpanChoice of our $5.00 Underwear and
Union Suits
that name."
ice In the state common carriers, and
Choice of our $6.00 and $7.50 Underwear QA gn
Senator Carmack stood directly be- placing them tinder the contra of the
%Vt.
....................... ...........
and Union Suits
hind Senator Tillman while he +deliv- state railroad and warehouse cornChoice of our $10.00 Undeewear and
ered this phillipic. Througaout its flu i asion.
'Union Suits.
delivery Senator Tillman was crouched :ow in his seat, his chin buried in
Local Option Bill.
his breast. When he jumped to the
Senator Potter, of Marten, intern
floor to demand a chance to explain duced a ieceal option bill, which, with
els remarks to the senator from Ted- one exception, is similar in all renessee the latter demanded a chance sleets to the measure being drawn
to be heard again if Tillman were to to; by the Anti-Saloon league. The
have a sek
With scarcely two feat clause in Senator Potter's bill not
separating the belligerents, the situ- contained in the Anti-Saloon leaguen
ation was critical,, butSenator Teller, bill of last session provides that 23
who really was entitled to the floor oer cent of all the revenue collected
and had yielded temporarily to Mr. under the act shall ha paid ;nto the
,Resents Low Fling.
Carmack, came to the rescue with a treasury of the county in which ,the
"The senator from South Carolina motion to close the doors, declaring revenue is collected
saw fit to alinde to the fact that I had that Tillman already had had his day
been defeat,d for re-election. It was In court.
a retort so obvious, so easily within
tee reach of the most groveling con- 3-YEAB-OLD HERO RAVER RARE
troversial faculty, that I am not surprised that it should. have been sug- Smell Boy, Alone, Tugs-Infant's Crato the intelligence of the sengested
die Front a Tinrnina House.
The editor of the Hopkinsville work he 'neglected ,until 'late, and
ator front South Carolina.
then
the
canvas,
a
little
fertilizer
and
Restocking Loch Mary.
New Era, who is somewhat of a far"The senator from South Carolina
La Crosse, WI!,, Jan. 23.—Rethe hot sun are relied on to bring
Hopkinevilee, Jan. 23.—When the
mer Inmself. urgesnupon his farmer*
tae plants, which must be reset, while did not need to lift his belly front the markable presence of mind of the dant at the big lake at Earlington
reeeers tee Importance of ea:rey and small and tender—much replanting, dust to attain to the'height of that 7,-year-old son of J. F. Schrank to- broke recently thousands of fish esgreat retort.
penult attention to berning and and plants hard to start growing.
dry saved the life of his 14-inonths- toped in the overflow. Since the.
"I believe it to be true Mr. Presi- old baby sister in a fire waich partly break in the dam numerous sportsseee.rg ef tobacco behe in order to
If you want a good crop and would
be ready to plant early. Everyone be beforehand all the year, begin to dent, and I say it with Pride, that the deetrosed their home. The mother men at Earlington have been seining
knows how difficult it is to JATT a good get reel;' for burning plant beds. fact, that my service terminatr, is a left the children alone while she step- the email ponds and creeks below the
stand of tobacco late. After the sun Prepare the wood and lumen and the matter of regret to nearly every sen- pd into the house of a.neighbor. dam. Several men worked all Any,
gets hot, cut worms come on and first good spell, when the ground is ator upon this side of the chamber, Smoke was seen pouring from the anti according to reports from there,
planting seaeons are uncertain. Thee in good order, be ready to burn, sow and I believe to most of the senators windows by pedestrians and an alarm about 50,000 fish evere captured and
follows more hard work, taking al: and canvas. No matter how light upon the other side of the cnamber. brought the firemen. They fouled the rapeseed in the lake. The work on
summer up to. frost to safely house and rich tae ground, be sure to have I doubt very mucn whether that child tugging with all his strength the dam is progressing rapidly, and
a late coop, and then the yield is ready a wagonload of good stable ma- could be truthfully said with respect to pull the cradle In which the in- the wetter covers about 40 acres.
never so good and the quality sel- nure to spread over the bed and to either side if the senator • from fant -slept through an outer door. .1.
Harked to Never'.
father, is a
dom equal to the early planting.
Hopkinsvilic Jan. 23.—In a shootwork it in nicely. Then sow, good Soutn Carolina were in my position." F. Schrank the boy's
Elks'
When Mr. Carmack spoke as abeie prominent Elk, and about the
There is no necessity for any far- sound clean seed. If no stable maing bee at Weaver's store, just aeross
mer beteg late with his crop for want nure, use commercial fertilizer to of his coming retirement many °Ube club, where the affair has caused no the tate line in Teaneseee, Sunday
plants
nod- end of comment, it is being proposed afternoon, George Collins was killed
of plenty of early plants. Late
stimulate the soil. Then look after senators on the Republican sr,le
make late farming in everything, the beds and see that they lack neith- ded their beads in approval of the t; present the boy with a gold medal. and two or three other negroes i'ere
and bring on a hard year's work. It er warmth nor water. Next prepare sentiment expressed.
more Cr less wounded. Conine was
Never Dipped In Filth.
Is pure neglect and want of atten- the tobacco land in a jiffy. Keep it
shot in the heal' and killed on the
"Mr. President." continued
tion to plant the --beds that makes well stirred and aired.
spot, and his body was backed up
When toe
scarce and late plants, and every ground is loosed a constant current Carmack, "the senator from South The Bev. T. H. Stuart and Dr. D. T. considerably with an axe. Some of
Stuart Start Friday Night.
planter knows tais. There is no reg- of electricity is circulating, eniching Carolina says that my spear is broken the attacking party_ also _bore away
The Rev, and etre. T. H. Stnerts the Aisne of the encopnter. but all
ttlar set day --es time to make plant the soil, while pestiferous worms are;
Presbyterian rnierioneries to Chine, of them made their escape and 'have
beds. The time allowed is from now destroyed., Farmers who will follow
and
March,
of
middle
who have beta grenviiing their year's not yet beets aep4thended.
the
on until
this practice, never neglecting their
;Pave of absencesin Anterice wel go
therefore the job is postponed, put plant beds for corn planting or anyleabseeini Ram Burned.
someto Et. Louis Friday night, and on
off from day to day: always
thing else, will be sure to have of
Princeton, Ky., Jan. 23.—Thc
to
else
for
something
front
Seattle
February 5 they sae
thing lacking or
good strong piants to set the crop
dairy barn of W. H. Steger was defarm
the Orient. Des I). 'I'. Stuart, their
do, and this most imporiant
in April, when planting seasons are
stroyed by fire at 6 oeitock this mornFrisby
accompany
them
sons will
plenty and sure: and in case of
ing, burning up all of his cows but
night. lie gees to Ilan*. ('how to asdrought, the season is easily made
four, all of his horse,s and mules, a
there
The
hospital
some eherge of a+
by watering the roots of the plants
large amount of feed staff. elle exmiesionanee are allowed a leave of
and setting them in fresh, well preert amount of lORA and Insurance is
absence -e.Zienee eight year" In the
easier
pared ground. Moreover, it is
not known. Mr. Steger is a brother
staring the Rev. Mr. Stuart will atto get help or hire labo at that season
cone
-!tin
at
missionary
tend a
to see plantr.
Shanghai in commemoration of the
Next thing, don't try to set more
centenial of Christianity in China.
THE REASoN WHY
of
'tobacco tban you are sure
,
to cultivate well and take care
only the purest, freshest drug.
Sell Gists on Market.
This is an announcement of
of the crop. Just a word here. Owenter our preecriptione Is, that
Washington, Jan 23. - "Chinese
peculiar interest to every lady,
with our large and AIM% i
ing to the uncertainty of labor farboys and Chinese girls -are rued in the
most
parbut
plantPaducah,
in
befall...M. We Mee able t0 turn
mers will be forced to reduce
San Francisco market eyery day like
Planters with
ing considerably.
over our +stock of medectren.
ticularly to brunettes, for Carhorees ane) mules:* wan one of the
Gold Shell Crown,
to
eye
chemical. and phermacentical
large farms ought to have an
men is made for them. It is
Representative
statelfients made by
Gold Fillings
the labor question, and begin to
prepareticons a dozen times a
an invisible but very effective 'McKinley, of California, before the
operations
to
shape up their farming
year,
Silver Fillings
ellen+ a smaller drughouse committee on foreign affairs
face powder for brunettes
move his supplies
gist can
get along with less labor, ana still
Partial Plates
hill
Perkins
considering
the
Which
is
and co.11es in three shades.
only
reap greater profits from the farm
or twice. lii this
once
to modify the Chinese ex:elision art
You pr2bably know Carmen
by diversification and improving the
prescript i0/114 arf•
way our
Mr. McKinley urged thet\m/y a (PIC
now, if not we want to make
potent
and of dependland every year.
fresh,
great rompades. When brought such
able quality and are sure to
acquainted
you
pear
in
country
this
Oh:nese
to
young
Cut this coupon out and bring
Rills Mother and Self.
act as your ealtyeiclan ex peC(s.
tine; slavery, would profit by any
it with you, it is worth $1.00.
Mich , .lan. '23.--Frank
Flint,
Voitretins care is given each
exelesion ace
modifications
of
the
Each person is limited to ones Green, widower, last night murderel
prescription
by competent reg. of Celiforninne
and said the majorite
coupon for ench job of plate Or
Mrs. Thomas Braldwood and shot her
istered clerks, and our careful
tampering with
opposed
to
any
are
I,bridge work only. Until after
son. George, inflicting a olight wound.
efeelcing
aystem
the present law.
IiineerenaWklifentellleirale,,,Pen.ekentee
egwenat essilleekese
•
tug klmisolf, OppoeItion on the part
In 1872 there were only nide bapef the mother to Green marrying her
tized native Christians in Japan. Now
the
caused
ghtef
dart
1 a-year-old
Agent for original Allegretti
.4herware more than 5.0.000, who contragedy.
tributed last year over $140,004 ,to
Candies
DlloirftsT,
the cause of the church,
Sixth aull Broadway.

$1,60
$2 50
$3 20

Hopkinsville Editor Talks to the
sFarmers About Cultivating Tobacco

NEWS OF KENTUCKY

Open afternoon 1:00 to 5:30
, Open evening 7:00 to 10:30

Bring your. babies.
Cash prizes.

of the totters.° man whe-se barn was
destroped by night riders some time
ago. The flames were dbcovered by
the milkmen this meriting when they
started to omen the barn. The owner
of the property 'believes that the men
who destroyed his, brother's tobacco
burning his
were instrumental in
barn.
0-10 Students
: Ky., Jun. 23.—The
Bowling Green
first -Feesion of the State Normal
school for the western Kentucky ,Estrict had a most auspicious opening
this morning with elaborate chapel
exercises, which were largely attend-

ed by BovijIng Green buplges* people. The student attendance was very
large, them beteg 5,00 enrolled fn the
normal and 140 in the model trainRobbed on Highway.
HopkInsvfle, Jan.

23.—Saturday

before

6 °nieces Win

evening just

NValker was struck on the head with
some missile and knocked from his
uneonstious and
buggy, rendered
robbee just, after he had nateed the
Western Kentucky asylum for the insane on his way to hts home from
teen.

Real Estate Agency.
FREE REAL ESTATE PRICE LIST
Fraternity Building.

Both Phones 835

Cut Prices in Dental Work Until labor
April 1st,

i

Cannot walk nor crawl away from you, nor be lost or
when deposited at 4 per cent compound interest
in this bank.
Open an account at once and get yourself a start.

stolen

1

Dr. King Brooks

Mechanics and
Farmers Savings Bank
'2(0 Broidwiy
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of Jamaica, who ordered
the Vabucal) %wt. Admiraleani,
Davis with his blue jackets NEGRO

TROOPER
THE YEAR'S RECORD
FOR PHILIPPINES

t D leave Kingeton, becatuut Swettenham was jealous or the capability
BY THE SUN PUBLISHINOCO. displayed by the American admiral
Ericonrott
(Continued from page one.)
and his men in the emergency. It is
i'r resident.
P. ie. 1,
MA:tn./vim.
IL J. PAXTON. tit
Governor
needless to suggest that
•
have been destroyed here and 500
Swettenham is net able to dope with
srssaurrioN HATES.
ILAIntsred at the postodice at Paessai. the situation. A man who would Are to be Enlisted at Local people are homeless.
Ky., as second class matter.,
Across the river in Spencer counstoop to such petty spite in the face
THE DAILY SUE
Recruiting Office
ty, Ind., it is known that there are
$ .1') of such a crisis as confronts Jamaica
By carrier. per week
two dead people in one clause whose
By mail, per month, in advance .25 only arouses surprise that he could
bodies it has been impoirible to se2.50
By mail, per year, in advance
Governor
high.
SO
have Lin•bed
THE WEEKLY DUN
Eight Itegiments Are Under Orders cure. Sixty-six persons were rescued
found
be
will
doubt,
§wettenham,
no
Per year. by mall, postage paJd.„111.1/6
In Be ou Duty There in Six
there yesterday, and the rescuers
Address THE SUN. Paducah. KY.
of tittle further use to his country.
Months.
continue their work, 17 being taken
Phones 865
Office, 116 South Third.
from one house.
.A t
Just one word of commendation
Payne A Young, Ohmage and New
Damage at Hickman.
torn representatives.
frankTillman:
his
Ben
for
have
we
Hickman, Ky. Jan. 23.—The river
REMAINS.
THE SUN can be found at the follow- ness disarms him. Ile may uphold SERGEANT
}HAKE
ed/ places:
storm sank the Golla Lee a gasoline
lawlessness, but die does so openly
R. D. Clements A OS.
launch, a launch owned by Dr. J. M.
Van Culin Bros.
and sincerely.
Palmer House.
Hubbard. Besides sinking, the latter
John Wilhelm's.
Instructions in the latest bulletin was snagged. The ferry owned
by
.TIDES OF COMMERCE TO SEA.
from the war department at Wash- Capt. Lewis and used by all the peoThe house rivers and harbors corn ington,
to recruiting officers, direct ple to cross back and fortn from
is evidently controlled by in- the enlistment of sufficient negro
mittee
41
14
".I
here to the Missouri shore, was defluences hostfle to the development of
troops tes All the vacancies caused by greyed.
• WF.ONSISDAY, JANUARY 23. • the water transportation lines of the President Roosevelt's
Brownsville
Warning to Sitwell/lints. *,
Mi,sissippi valley. It has been at order, dismissing three companies,
Warning to merchants has been
CIRCULATION STATEMENT.
work, by various committee room ex- and the natural vacancies occurring given by Superintendent Keebler, of
December-1906.
pedients, to minimize rhe claims of in the service. Sergeant Blake has t,he city lighting plant, against leav3963 the western rivers in th rivers and
3930
17
received the bulletin at the local re- ing goods in cellars. The water is at
3921 harbors bill now. in pre ration, and
3
3890
18
(eluting office and following instruc- such a stage now that the pumps at
Overcoats and Suits that were $7 50 are cut to
3949 above all to pevent tl1e adoption of
. 3S77
19
tions, wilt accept applications from the sanitary sewerage pumping sta3926 any comprehensive plan for securing
3868
20
Overcoats
and Suits that were $10.00 are cut to._....
negroes. It is required that all ne- tion have to be run day and night,
6
3938 permanent deep channels in the Mis- gro applicants
3935
91
be able„ to read and and in event they become defective
Overcoats and Suits that were $12.50 are cut to___
3939 sissippi river and its main tributaries. write with facility.
3896
22
7
the water will back up through the
3939 The committee is more than willing
8
3894
24
Overcoats and Suits that were $15.00 are cut
In this Inilletin it is. specified that mains into cellars.
3961 to provde a bigger congresifernal bar- all the entlistmenes will go to the
3874
10
26
May Withstand Flood.
Overcoats ar.d Suit, that were $18.50 are cut
11
3925 rel of pork for distribution among all Philippine islands for service. The
38S1
27
Lou isvilfie, Jan. 211.—Riepatirs on
12
3932 the members, and to pour thousands order sending the three negro regi- the Pennsylvania
3927
28
bridge fill, west of
Overcoats and Suits that were $20.00 are cut
13
3899 Savishly into Bitter creek, Skowhegan silents to the Philippines, which the reformatory, are
3934
29
going on at a
14
3921
31
3883 hollow and Catfish slough, but draw caused much speculation, from their furious rate, and it is the opinion of
;5
3914
the line at a depth of more than 8 con,nection with the Brownsville in- those in charge of the work that the
Total
97,921 feet in the Miseissippi, the greatest cident, is cleared up somewhat, by a flood wilt be kept in check
unless
Average for December, 190e...3.917 continental river of the western hem- later order sending five white regi- there is a future rise.
Average for December, 1905...3,740 isphere. Awkwardly for the purposes,ments with the three negro regiments
It is generally believed, however,
he committee, a competent board to the Phil1p1,ine-1. The bulletin di- that the flit cannot stand even anothgerernment engineers and a corn- recta the enlistment of men for these er inch of water, and there is great
Increase
I7
(1_0TMERs
mission,
at the close of 1905, afterleight regiments and gives the re- apprehension lest the walls; become
Personally appeared
before me,
this, Jan. 1 1907, E. J. Paxton, gen- long and careful practical examine- cruiting officer authority to assign weakened by the flood and give way.
If the decline should begin within
eral manager of. The Sun, who af- tit:it, reported favorably on the feasaithe men to the Philippine service. All
firms that the above statement of bility and cost of a 14-foot channel,recruits enlisted by Sergeant Blake the next few hours the fill will stand
I
the circulation of The Sun for the between St. Louis-, and the Chicago from now on, until the regiments are the pressure. If the river remains
difli-Ifilled
out, ell: go direct to the Phil- stationary for twelve hours, and the'
drainage
engineering
canal.
No
month of Dec., 19'46, is true to the
wind shifty fom the north to the
sere
culties
found
iPpines.
was
and
the
cost
best of his knowledge and belief.
The eight regiments ordered to the northwest, it is almost certain that
placed at aboas $31,4Jo0estel. In orPETER PURYEAR,
feeling of uncertainty troubling tim
"Sentence Day" in the Jail.
THE UNFORTUNATES.
der to destroy the force of this valu- Phillppine Islands will start Febru- the fill will give was.
Notary Public.
Meanwhile, sentenoe day, that mo- others. Finally the sheriff arrived.
By Aloysius Coll.
able report the rivers and harbors ary 1, and ar.d all expected' to be in
My commission expires January
mentous time, which all prisoners "Ali ready, boys," he said, and tt4 The winds that cannot hear the
committee
adopted.
SECRET (XiINFERENCE.
the original service there within six months. They
harps
22, 19.08.
await with painful uncertainty, was convicted men were handcuffed tothey play
scheme of sending the scientific data are the 1-8th, 26th, 29th and 3teth,
Trialis, of course, gether in pairs, and marched over to
of an actual sureeS to a "reviewing" white infantry regiments, and thf Of State's Wituesees to Appear drawing nigh.
Are deaf Beethovens of the soliwere to come first, bet'.-practically the courthouse. In a half hour they
Daily Thought.
Against Harry Thaw,
board of engineers. These reviewers 25th, negro infantry regimeut. The
tude;
every court prisoner knew that he had returned, a remarkable look of
Some knowledge is purchased on- are compelled to admit that the 14- 6th, white cavalry, and the 9th and
flowers that make us happy all
The
relief in their faces. 'Some of them
ly at the price of happiness itself.
foot channel is sound as an engineme 28th negro cavalry regiments comNew York, Jan. 23.—The principal had been caught "with tile goods on,"
the day,
and tnat sentence day would claim had been given stiff sentences, but,
ing proposition, and that the estimate plete the detachment,
witnesses for the state in the case of
These
are the sightless Mittens
A STEP BACKWARD.
The sending of eight regiments at Harry K. Thaw, who went on trial him for her prey. My trial was soon as one man put its "Thank God, I
of cost is correct, but, assumingao be
of the wood!
over. My lawyer had "worked" very kuow what my task is, anyhew;" toe
With
one Protest against the commercial prophets, say the pros- one order to the Philippines with the today for the
murder of Stanford
February Smart Set.
adroitly, ands' received sentence im- terrible suspense and waiting were
items of the city budget for 1907,,as pective traffic would not
warrant the troops already there is a matter of in- White, had their final secret conferover.—Success.
mediately—the
passed by the board of councilmen, outlay.
until
school
reform
terest. It is known that General ence with the state attorney and his
Church—"Does your wife spend
we must go on record, and that is
I had improved. I remember feeling
'Ort tills point the mercbants, man- Wood has asked the war department assistants today. Nearly, all the witmuch
of her time shopping?" Gotham
the cutting down of the public librasheepish
very
when
taken
I
was
back
for more troops but further than nesses expected to testify against
The titillates that excite the large
ufacturers and business men generry fund from $4,600 to 23,500. That
says not. She says she spends
"She
to
the
meant
sentence
was
jail;
/
such
a
that
no
information
Thaw
has
have been reached by -subpoebeen given
soul to emulation arouse the small most of her time waiting . fqr her
Sson for the library Is more import- ally of the Mississippi valley are far, nut.
The order affords a fine oppor- nas, and were on hand. They were for a baby, I thought, and wnat would
better judges than any reviewing
one
to envy.
ant to Paducandhan the extra $1.004)
change."—Yonkers Statesman.
tunity for young men to get into in- taken to the conference rooms and the "old hands" think? They came
board of engineers the committee
for the streets. It shoual not be said
teresting service right away without each was quesstioned with the idea of to the door In a body when I was
that this administration cares more could organize to furnish it with such the necessity of camp
life at an army learning just what testimony may be brought back, demanding in a chofor the domestic beasts than It does advice as will suit its predilectons. post.
expected when the witness goes on rus: "How much, Kid?"
for the children. The library appor- The engineers whose long and thor- duty. Sergeant Bolaen
"A year," I romanced, meaning of
showed
such the stand.
tionment should be increased, rather ough investigations were in favor of been waiting here
course,
in the penitentiary, and fakto
take
charge
of
Thaw
passea
a quiet night in his
than diminished, but, at all hazards. the 14-foot channel are among the the office while Sergeant
Blake is in cell and was up early in anticipation ing an old-timer's smile and noncnalmost
experienced
connected
with
the
It should be kept up. The library is
cairn opening a new recruiting sta- of a long
am*. Later they were told the truth,
siege with hiS attorney
nd
not or large for a rty of this size. government. And the reviewers, as tion, left this morning
and then began a course of instrucfor Cairo to the customary daily visits
engineers,
agree
from
witb
them,
his
though
The annual report shows an increase
open the office himself, and Sergeant wife,
about "beating the ref," to Which
tion
mother
and,sistere.
of hundreds.of patron.; and a steady going outside into the question of Blal4 has been relieve-ti
I paid very close attention.
from the
future
commercial
growth.
As _a duty.
_aerowth of the "literary habit" among
Sergeant Bolden showed much
A few days later the other trials
Genie From "Success Magazine.
-those who visitAne institution. Oar matter of fact, the ruling spirits of aptitude here, that
it was thought
were
finished, and sentence day was
If
you
the
will
rivers
be
and
harbors
committee
nothing, just wait
are unnecessary to
school 'children are loing trained to
have Sergeant Blake to be
definitely announced. The men to
somebody.
use the library. When they grow up not afraid' that the business on the open the office in
Cairo.
be sentenced put on their "best" for
Poverty is the want of
they will not forsake it Whether they 14-foot channel would be too little.
much,
the occasion, those having a surpluee
avarice the want of everything.
work in the snops, the office or the They fear its greatness. One of the
YOU noN.T HAVE TO WAlo
of neckties and ehirts kindly sharing
No
tyratny
spokesmen
of
of
the
committee says the P.rery dose makes you feel better.
circumstances can
factory they will conenee to patronLas-eos
them wit* those who were short of
ize the library Their tastes will be tide of commerce has been running keeps your whole insides right. Sold on the permanently Imprison a determined
these decorations. A hard fate stared
money•back
will.
plan
everywhere
Price
Vast
and
So
I
tots.
west
so
long that It is not
diversified The. library !mist COVer a
Idleness travels very leisurely, and them all in toe face and each one
wide field, and it neer be kept up.to advisable to disturb it. Such arguSocial Session for Ingleelde Rebekalie poverty soon overtakes
wanted, sotnehow, to help his neighher.
date The proper way to build up a ments are vain. Conditions of naTonight Ingleelide lodge of ItebekMore men fail through Ignorance bor. They were as nervous a colleclibrary is to add each jeer as much tional growth assert themselves in
ahs will install officers. At the can- of their strength
than through knotty- tion of men while waiting for the
as possible to the rolfection of hooks. spite of old tendencies and selfish inelusion
of the ceremonies a social :edge of their weakness.
sheriff, as one will find in a moon's
Near city, fertile, high, dry land, in best neighborhood;
Gr dual aetruniteation :s the least ex- tereste. Already the tide has set tosession with refreshments will he enYou maw succeed when others do travel.. They all expected something,
Have just platted into lots of about five acres each the 240 acre
pensive and most satisfactory meth- ward the southwest, and it will run
not believe in you, hut never when but the extent of this something, the
bd. There will never he a land is- more and more strongly in 'the direc- joyed.
(Williams) tract, joining the Pines lands on west. Bounded
severity which the "-old man," the
you
do not beliele In yourself.
tion
to
which
sue to buy hooks: Trie.$noir
this
the Mississippi points
Subscribe
next to city by Perkins Creek and Pines lands
for
what
them,
she
judge,
was
show
would
SAIL
Man
is not merely the arenttect of
between,
board of'councilmen !s seeking to the way. There are the isthmian
made the
fidgety. It was an enhis
own
Buckner
fortune,
save, is $500 stolen front the culture canal, Mexico, Central America, the
Lane Road and Hinkleville Gravel Road. Has 4138
but
he
must
also
la.atilli..611.611.41111Praroliftwit
tirely new scene ta me, and I watchlay the bricks himself.
and knowledge of Paducah. s The Wiest Indies and South America. As
feet frontage on Buckner Lane
Road,
said
road
just
He alone is happy who has learned ed intently the countenance of each
street's will wear nue the salewallos part of the new world they are 'more.
graveled
In
front
rebeen
this
medicine
prisoner.
of
had
land.
My
Has
757
feet
to
extract happiness, not from ideal
front on
will decay, the sew, re, w ni heroine attractiv than .an attempted jump
what was
conditions, but from the 'actual ones ceived: I knew exactly
Hinkleville Gravel Road, and plat gives 40 feet cross roads
use'ess some time. but she knowledge across, till, Pacific to the crowded
ahead of me, and did not suttee the
about him
gained from one of the books that coo tries f eastern Asia.
through the tract, so that each and every lot fronts either on
esoo would buy. would never be
Man
was
made
for
growth.
PerAn
'ormolus !raffle would spring
these gravel roads or these newly opened roads. Most of the
petual expansion Is his normal con- NATURE AS A RRCONSTRUCTOR.
lost. It would be eanstuiteterom
s
up over the Mississippi if its channel
lots front at each end on these roads. No nicer land In
"Nature repairs her ravages—redition. To have an ambition to grow
those who read it, to all who co
in acre deepened to the 14
Mcfeet
the
larger and broader overly day, to /mire them with her
and
contact with them. Don't rob the li- actual
Cracken county. The 20 acres 'front on Hinkleville road
surveying engineers, say. can
has
.with human labor."
push the horizon of Ignorance a lit-)
brary.
be constructed for what is comparenice grove of forest trees on it and lays so as to make
ideal
tle further away, to become a little
Osteopathy is one of Nature's most
lvely a moderate sum. The Missisresidence sites.
richer in knowledge, a little wiser, used instruments in repairing her
An old man would say, "I
sippi valley is the eerth's greatest
and more of a man, that is an am- ravages. Take the Osteopathic treathave 'done without a drink for
center of production and its present
Price on the iiinkleville road front Is $100.00 per-acre, of
bition worth while.
ment of headaches. It locates the priso long that I wanted to slip off
population is immense. Reaching
Wright's Hygienic. $1 garwhich $10 acre cash and balance in monthly
As a rule, he will be the most mary cause arid removes it, not In
quarterly payto the city and me itch my thirst,
into more than half the states and
71k
suecesteful
man
ments running five years All other lots $65 acre on same
woo
administering
has
himself
a
common
known
beet
sedbut would rattier no one would
territories, and folming the natural
In hand, who Is the hest schoolmas- ative to on • and all alike, but by a
Camel's Hair, Tan and
see it in the paper. ptease keep
outlet of half the Canadian domain,
terms. While these prices are uniform, there is difference
in
ter
to.himself, and who compels him- simple mechanical manipulation.
Brown,
$1
garments,
71k
it out and you strall never lose
Its business prospects are much ton
desirability
of
lots
first
and
customers
get
self
to
the disripline and drill which
choice. Come
anything by It:"
. •
So, in digestive disorders Osteopvast for the vision of a reviewing
Better quality Camel's
will strengthen 'nig deficiencies and athy restores the nervous
and see plat and list men who have taken dozen lots
Says; Editor Lemon of the May- board anxious to
before I
hair,
$1.25
garmente..$1.15
adjust its views to
eliminate his weaknesses the man
field Messenger, quoting some May- the wishes of a committee
to the stomach, bowels, liver.
could get the parcels staked off. For home or Investment lots
with a powwead,$1.:.0
- uartuents$1.15
who is the beet trainer of himself
field's:). who comes to Paducah ev- erful bias against
pancreas, etc.. and a unity of action
any comprehens:ve
you lose opportunity if you fail to take this. On one lot is new
I "(Notice.. Ribbed Balbrigery Sunday' to quench' his thirst.
established the disorders are readily
river Improvement. If' the MisseseleMayor
McClellan
5-room
refused
to
house which
receive
is priced at $800 additional to cost of
gan,
do
where
they
But
SI garment..
get this nil of pf valley gets anything
controlled and cared.
f40c
from the
a letter from the elturney‘general,
joy that attracts from 50 to 100 peo- house rivers and
land
at
$65
acre.
Constipation can be cured only by
harbors committee
Imported Balbriggana,411.with whom he has a difference over
ple from 'Mayfield to Paducah on the as now
observing nature's laws. The regular
constituted, a vigorous, de50 garment.
$1.20
the
reconnt matter. Tile letter was
Sabbath day?
movements of the bowels depend on
termined Sight 'Is necessary, and one
Norfolk and New-lint neaddressed: "}TO n George B. Met
'We had thought Paducah was that will 'force
their nerve and blood supply. If one
conclusions.—Globeailek
Merino, $1.541 garI a n at the Mayor's Office."
Being or the other Is
closed On Sunday. Of course. WP Democrat.
disturbed. in any way
tnente
the de facto mayor, he insists on be$1.20
'must allow for an abnormal aptitude
there is disorder----sicknees. OsteopThief. are jut a few of (air
ing BO addressed.
for locating those thing*, Peculiar to
athy here again is Nature's cure.
THE JOKE:SMITH.
.
the Greves•-raunty male: butt even
reductieres. Wi. have the beet
I should like to tell you personally
"What
Is
the
greatest
danger
lines of waders'...tie to be had
Oongressman Burleigh, of Maine. at any time of the greatauccess
theo there must be isonoitrody in PaI am
tenti nre nntletne'"Via 4;nst
,*' err-- Atter"may iwaidated i,e;Frata4a4 ea sulamieobiivr
refrittftvitf44 for the reirotrdfila haVrrig4with the iratiiinetirand refer
And
withoutt
hesitation
the
chaufriilii,t Put.
enough liquor on Sunday to satisfy
Cry 11/11,.
senate by the Bangor News (Repute ynu to some of your friends' who'll/111
feur answered, "The police."—Washtb• cravings of "fifty to one hunIktan), but, as a recognition that eagerly attest to what osteopathy is
ington Star.
dred" deterred appetites.
File and Bale are In for life If they doing or has done for them. Phone
so desire, the notnimption Is not to me at 1407 at any time.
Old Phone 997-r
Bow little some big men are is
lie careful or your New Year's res.'
OR. ("): B. FROAGE,
take effect till one of the aressene inc
denionstrnted 10 the case of Governor ointlon Will spring a leak.
516 Broadway.
cumbents diet, or resigns.
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Odd
Suit
Sale

We place on sale today

all of our odd suits and

overcoats where we have
only one or two of a kind

Odd
Overcoat
Sale

•

50c on the Dollar

While we haven't every size in every lot, yet we have
enough kinds in every size to please any,man or young
man. Come in and pick out one according to the following scale of prices:

•

• 5

$ 3.75
5.00
6.75
7.50
9.25
10.00

323
Broadway

LEAD
ER
GRAN
D rand
fyR„,„„„
DESISERGER'S

323
Broadway

CHEAP
LOW PRICED
SMALL HOMES

Substantial
Reductions
In Men's
Underwear

•t

•

•

• •

1

W. M. JAIVES
Trueheart Building

•

“•••••111kdrIakid60•0161.711.1.4-'1 .441144,

4t,
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Rudy, Phillips

People and
Pleasant Events

lE4).

will be homemade candy of many varietes.

1 IN THE COURTS I

BENS WILL LAY

Cotillion Club.
The Cotillion eitab will entertain
- --this evening with a dance at the PalCircuit Court.
mer House. It will be u german
G. W. Baal was excused as a petit
Handsome
Any Fur
without favors.
Weil-Hart NuptJals.
juror and F. M. Matlock substituted.
Evening
Dresses
Coat in
The marriage of Miss Ruth Well
American-German
National bunk
$75 and $100
and Mr. Edson Hart was solemnized
Entre Nous Club.
House
against E, and John G. Rehkouf,
yesterday afternoon at 4 o'clock at
Miss Retta Hatfield will entertain bankruptcy of
Values, for
E. Rehkopf suggested
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Ben eVeille the Entre Sons club on Friday after$25 and $35
and case continued.
ii on Jefferson street. It was a beauti- noon at her home on North Seventh
E. E. Jackson against Postal TeleAll of our Ladies Coat Suits and Wool Coats, Children's
'1* A' wedding, characterized by
the street.
graph and Cable company, plaintiff
Coats. This gives you quite an opportunity, considering that
( harm of simplicity, but witnessed by
moved for a new trial.
coldest weather is yet to come. When we say one-half off we
many friends of the roe-Pular young
Tacky Party En Masque.
C. E. Greenlee against Bert Gleemean half of their first price, which was itself remarkably
roup:e.
There was an enjoyable masque
re plaintiff moved for a tontine
low for the value which we offered you.
The handsome Weille home was tacky party given at the home of Mr.
co
artistically decorated throughout in and Mrs. A. 13. Gott on West Trimble
This afternoon the ease of A. J.
1-4 Off on all Fur Pieces.
a profusion of southern smilax. In street last evening.. The costumes
If feeling good.
Atchison against J. D. McElwee is on
See our Wool Coats this week $5.00.
the parlor,. palms and ferns' were were very- unique and a delightful trial.
The plaintiff sues for $1elelou
banked at the mantel, forming an ef- evening was spent.
damages for alleged slander, alleging
L./Action' Ready-to-Wear Department
fective background for the wedding
Those present were: Misses Daisy the defendant called
him a liar arid ti
ceremony. From the stairway to this Bryan, Myrtle Moyer, Jessie Gott. thief. They
reside in this county.
(Second Floor.)
altar, white ribbons were .carried Stella Ross, Ruth .McCo91, Emma
If fed properly
forming .an aisle for the bride an.1 Smotbreman. Willie Hum_pikreye_PauAppeals.
groom, who were attended only by line Hank
Haille Ross,
Clara
Frankfort, Ky., Jan. 23.- Cet
Miss Azilee Reeves, a niece of the Rhodes Bessie Lou
Watts, Ruth Reed, of Paducah, sworn- as an attorbride.
The ceremony was impres- Gott, Blanche Peck, 'Mesdames Ar- ney of this court.
the Paducah High school February 7. sively pronounced by the Rev. W. E. thur Watts M. C. Lynch, SmotherAllison's executor vs. Fidelity MuHe will lecture afternoon and even- Cave, D. D., of the First Presbyterian man, Peck, Pearl Dassing, Messrs. tual
If treated right
Life Insurance company, McLOC41, LINES.
ing. The lecturer is from Lebanon, church, the ring being use.!. An or- M. C. Lynch, R. F. Johnston, Earl Cracken;
argued by II: G. Park for
Tenn., and has been heard in Padu- chestra stationed in the upper hall Johnston, Arch Householder, W. T. appellant
and Cecil Reed for appelcah before, The proceeds of the played the Mendelssohn
wedding Stroub. Rupert Robertson, Charles lee; sit b m ilead.
lecture will go to the High school li- march as the couple descended the Sanders, Mack Brogan, Earl Smothbrary.
-For Dr. Pendley ring 418.
stairs, and "0 Promise Mele.tarough erman
Walter
Sanders, Arthur
Police Court.
-Drink
Belvedere the master
-Weel:ng invitations, announce- out the ceremony.
Watts, Will Porter.
RORII West and Lula Rice, colored,
brew.
ments an,. every character of enThe bride, an exceedingly pretty
denizens of 900 Washington street,
-Fine carnations at 5.0c a dozen graved wcrk is given carefue per- and dainty girl, looked especially
C. M. Riker, local manager of the who were presented in police cour'e
at Brunson's, 529 Broadway.
sonal attention at The Sun.
lovely in her beautiful wedding dregs West Kentucky Coal company, re- quareeled last night. Rosa,
pulling
-William
-The Illinois Central wrecker has of white. _male= silk, heavily en- turned yesterday from East Orange. out a
D. Watson yesterday
razor made foe- the open air.
qualified as a notary public.
returned from Cedar Bluff wnere it crusted with lace and the bridal veil. New Jersey where he has been at- Lulu
Tocked the doors. Rosa was fin-Dr. Gilbert, Osteopath, 400 1-2 yesterday "picked up" a car, which She wore a heart-shaped brooch of tending the bedside of his father.
ed $20 and Lula $5.
Broadway. Phone 196.
had broker In two and blocked the pearls and diamonds, and the groom's
Mrs. Hunter Hough, of Dexter,Mo.,
The case against the titterback Ad-When you oraer a rig from us tracks leading to the stone quarries. gift, a bracelet, set with diamonds. has returned home after visiting her vertising agency
because its bill-Prof. Mahler's adult dancing The bridal bouquet was a shower of parents, Mr. and Mrs. George A. boards
you are talking to one of the proproject on the sidewalk at
prietors or capable e.erks (not a class meets Wednesday and Fridev bride roses and lilies-oflthe-valley. Wright. She was accompanied as far Fourth street and
Broadway was by.
driver or hostler) who writes, files evenings at 8 o'clock at K. of P. hale
The maid of honor was very pret- as Cairo -by her sister, Miss Edna agreement continued until
Saturday.
ty in a girlish frock of white Paris Wright.
and fills the order
at
appointed Phone 970.
Other oases: Jonas and Harry
-Fine
carnations
at
dozen
5.0c
a
muslin over green. She carried white
time. Palmer Transfer Co.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Dawes have Smith, colored, malicious cutting.
car/lateens.
-Subscriptions are
gone to St. Louis to attend the bed- continued; Will Kramer, for knockbeing 'at Brunsonee 529 Broadway,
now
-The 41st series of the Mechanics
taken for the 41st series of the MeA delightful reception tot:owes; the side of their son, Bernice, who Is ill. ing John Wright into the river, $10.
chanics Building and Loan Assn. See Buildeig and Loan Association is now ceremony. In the receiving party
Miss Belle Lockett, of Henderson.
F. M. Fisher for any information open for-kubscriptions. This le -the veere: Mr. and Mrs. Edson Hart, Mr. will arrive next Monday to visit Miss
WANTED - Induetrious
young
Deeds Filed.
most succful building and loan in- and Mrs.
about the company.
Jacob Well, Mr. and Mrs. Martha Davis.
man for bookkeeper, stenographer
J. M. MeGandle.s to Kentucky
The Rev. D. W. Fowikes has re- Realty
-Chief of Police Collins has in- stitution in the South, over twenty
n Weille. Mr. and Mrs. Robert L.
and office work.
Muet write good
TIPS.
company, property In -the Taystructed Justice Jehn Burnett to dis- eeters old, it pa!,-s 10 per cent on the
Mrs. Henry Well. Mrs. turned from Fulton. .
hand and have good habits. Addreeslor-Mocquot addition, $1 and ether
..._ eves
pose of several ,dogs he keeps at his investment, when carried to maturity. Thomas C. Leech, Mrs. Louis Rieke,
Mrs. Mae O'Brien, of Galveston. considerations.
X., this ()thee.
residence on North Fifth street, The F. M. Fisher, secretary
Mrs. Harris Rankin, Mrs. Charles Tex., Is visiting her uncle, Mr. -Henry
H. W. .itiottgering to Caroline
THE PARTY who carried a lady's
-Examinations for five positions Thompson,
dogs' continual barking through the
Mrs. Alonzo R. Meyers, E. Thompson, of South Sixth street, Louise J. Rottgering, property on
No matter how much you read, if fur neck piece from the Broadway
night keep the neighbors awake, and In civil service have been ordered Mrs. Vernon Blythe, Mrs. Marianna en route to New York,
North Twelfth street near the Cairo you do not read-and, sometimes, an- Methodist
church last night, through
they complained to the atithorities. for this district as follows: Mason, Mayes, of Mayfield; Miss Virginia
Mr. James Stott has gone to Hot
road, $1 and other considerations.
swerclassifieci advertisements you mistake; will confer a favor by leavlogger, and wagon-maser, February Kinney
Springs,
Ark.
of New York; Miss Anne
-City subsermers to the
Daily
W. B. Padgett to Mary Padgett. are not an courant with the complete
27; chief food and drug inspection
ing slime at this office.
Mr. J. J. Legate, of Farmington, is proterty in
Rhea, of Nashville; Miss Faith
Sun who wish the delivery of their
the Jarrett addition, 81 life of the city, nor able to underchemist, bureau of chemistry, de- Langstaff,
visiting
his
daughter,
Lander
Mrs.
Miss Elizabeth Sinnott,
'
papers stopped must notify our col:
4 0 WHOM IT MAY concern. We
and other coneiderations.
stand its minor activities.
partment of agriculture, February 5; Miss
Kathleen Wbitefield, Miss Aze Roark.
are ready to take care of all dead anlectors or make their requests diE. B. Wren and wife to J. B.
clerk, French translator (male) bu lee
Mr. Andrew e. Clark is in EarlIng- Bishop, property
Reeves, Miss Marie th'ellle.
rect to The Sun office. No attention
imals such as cows, horses, mules,
in the county, $2,reau of plant industry, March 6.
Carlyle said: "A word spoken in hogs and dog
Many handsome reception toilettes ton, Ky., visiting his mother.
will be paid to such orders when
Oar wagon will call
700.
-Mettle Martin, colored, dried sud- added
season, at the right moment, is the and get them
Miss Maxie Whitnell, of Fulton, is
to the beauty of the scene.
given to our carriers. Sun Pub. Co.
without cost. TeasMinnie Jackson, et al., to Mollie
denly at .527 South Seventh street
mother of ages!" According to this Phone 1R59:
The dining ,room was a charming the guest of Miss Sylvia Celine
-Drink Belvedere the
Paducai
Gent & Elliott.
B. Champion, property in the county,
this morning at 6 o'clock. An InvestiJohn
Mr.
definition,
•
if you will read the adverIt.
pneumoill
Dye
is
of
effect
in green and White. The table
beer.
gation by Coroner Frank Eaker rewas a handsomely set affair with the nia at his home in Mechanicsburg.
-Sexton, the sign
Lexington Banking and Trust corn- tisements today you will find a whole
writer, all
ALDERMEN )1.1.1. NOT elEET.
sulted in a verdict that she died from center-pi
ece a pretty arrangement of ',Mr. Henry Jennings has returned irany, administrator with will an- lot of "mothees of ages!"
kinds of sign and advertising wrLing,
heart trouble. She was ee years old
white carnations and ferns. Love to his home in Louisville. after vis- nexed of B. H. Wisdom, to George
fine painting of every charactee, inWANTED-10n glees
at once. Alderman E. 1), HM1111111 le Not So
and has a sister living here.
chains
of smilax extended from the iting Mr. Louis Petter, of South C. Wallace power of attorney,
side work and carriage painting and
Well Today.
Mergenthaler-Horton Basket Co.'
center to the four corners of the ta- Fifth street.
repairing. Phone 401
RENT--Two
FOR
furnished
rooms
BRIG.-GEN. M'CASKEY.
Mr. Jamie Paxton is visiting in
ble. A delicious course luncheon was
Petition in Bankruptcy.
-Fine carnations at 5.0c a dozen
On account cf the illness of Alderfor light housekeeping at $14e per
served, in the white and green mo- Clarksville, Tenn.
Ellwood P. Baker, doing business month. Old
at Brunson's, 529 Broadway.
man E. D. Hannan, it is probable that
phone
2256.
Will Be 3lude Major-General on ReMr. Pat Halloran. of Cedar Bluff. under the firm
tif.
.
name of Fulton Isieh
-For high-grade wallpaper see
there will be no quorum at the meettirement of Wade.
WANTED- Position in office by
The bridal gifts of the couple returned this morning after a short & Oyster company, filed e petition in
Kelly & Umbaugh, 321 Kentucky Av.
ing of the board of aldermen tomorbusiness trip to the city.
made a handsome display.
bankruptcy this afteruoou with lia- young lady. "9." Sun office.
-Belvedere beer is a home prorow night. Alderman .Hannan is the
Washington, Jan. 23.-It is unMr. L. P. Holland, of the Ayer- bilities at $4e0 and
The bride's bouquet was caught
HOUSE- for rent. Apply 1218 Democratic candidate Tel- president.
no assets. He
duct. Remember that.
officially announced that Brig.-Gen Lord Tie company, went to Eddyville was in
business in South Fulton on Clay,
-Robert Simpson, It years- old, W. S. McGaskey, commanding the de- by Miss Elizabeth Sinnott.
was thought hue would be well
Mr. and Mrs. Hart left at 6 this morning on business.
the Tennessee aide.
son of Mrs. Elizabeth Simpeon, of partment of Texas, will be promoted
WANTED- A good washerwom- enough to -Attend, but this morning
Sheriff Will Hall, his deputy and
hone Oak, caught Isis leg in a wheel to the grade of major-general on the o'clock for a southern wedding trip
the indleations were that he is in for
an. Apply 417 North Fourth.
two erison re,.of Ballard county, left GLASS PLANT
ALMaST ASSURED,
yesterday while riding in a wagon, statutory retirement on April 14 that will include a stay in Florida.
a prolouged
coutinenieut
in the
WANTED
-Two
furnished
rooms
was 'a this morning at 7:45 o'clock for Eeland his knee cap was wrenched. The next of Maj.-Gen. James F. Wade, The bride's traveling suit
for light housekeeping. Old phone house:
dyvIlle.
All But $1.200 of the Bonus Fund Is
injury was dressed by Dr. Johnston commanding the Atlantic division at stylish tailored costume of blue. On
1749.
Mr. D. J. Morrison, who has been
returning they will be for the winter
Subscribed and Deal Is On.
Bass and Dr. R. C. Gore, of Lone New York:
Salt Mined Without Human Effort.
CLOTHES cleaned and repaired.
in
Paducah
several
months
In
conat the Hart home on
Jefferson
All but $1,20u of the glass plant
Oak.
Thirteen hundred
barrels every
The present understanding is that
nection with the Columbia ImproveJas. Duffy, Phone 956-a.
-Dr: V. Blythe has moved from Col. Chaa. Hale Thirteenth infantry, street.
bonus was subscribed this merning
twenty-four hours of fine salt-minment company which repaired streets and
OVERSTREET, the painter. New ed, purified
the Commercial club committee
Fraternity building to 625 Broadway in command of the infantry and cavand crystallized, packed
torn up by the Paducah
Traction Is now almost
old phone 975.
assured of the $15.- phone 1025,
next- to Register buildi". Office alry school at Fort Leavenworth, leas.
ready for the tattle, without the
Hollins-Sshwarts.
A
...
company, returned to Boston this 000
FOR RENT-Elegant flats, Seventh touch of a hand or the liftinseer an
required to secure the location of
phones 870. rot:dent* 272.
till be appointed -to the vacancy in - St. Louis papers publish the marmorning.
the factory here. It will be two or and Broadway. Apply to B. la Scott. arm -this is the last achievelnelle In
-Uprigh,
, piano; from $150 to the list of brigadier-generals which riage of Mr. Harry C. Hollins, of PaMr. J. V. Cullinane of the Paducah three days
more berore the commitducah, to Miss Barbara Schwartz, of
WILLIAMS Furniture exchange, salt-making, the final round in re$200, to reduce our stock of slightly will occur early in March.
Traction company went to Louisville_ tee
can announce the books closed. 538 South Third. Furniture bought duced cost of produrtTine says James
Normanda, Mo., January 16.
Mr.
used pianos we make these offers. W.
on business today.
but tee manner In which citizens are and sold. New phone 900-a.
Hollins ts a well known young busiCook Mills in Technical World MagaINTERCHANGEABLE MILEAGE
T. Miller & Bro., 518 Broadway.
Mr. and Mrs. will Kreutzer of responding
encourages them.
ness man of this city. He deals in
Mr.
-Dr. J. V. Voris, dentist, 200
WATSTED-A position by young zine for January.
417 South Fourth street are the par- Harry
Finlay, the owner, will seThe three factors that permit this
On All Railroads East of Mississippi real estate and Insurance, and has
Fraternity building.
man of ability to do office work and
ents of a new girl baby.
cure a site and build a factory.
been here two years, coming from
economy of production
-Fine carnations at 54)c a dozen
are solid.
and South of Ohio.
ookkeeping. Address M. E., Sun.
Mr. C. M. Lassiter, of Sixteenth
Guthrie. lee is popular and
his
reenforced eoncrete;.waata __exhaust
at Brunson•s, 529 Broadway.
COTTAGE for !eta. Centrally loand Madison streets is sick.
Kindly Trait in a Klatt.
steam: and automatic machinere.
i -Place your orders for wedding
Atlanta, Ga., .Tan. 23.- Inter- friends here were surprised to learn
John Sinnott, Jr., is able to he out
cated. Apply at 441 South Sixth
of
his
marriage.
Miss
Schwartz
Is
a
(Cleveland
The rock salt is mined and brought
Invitations at 'home. The Sun Mows changeable enlleage on all railraods
Leader.)
after a confinement of two weeks
street.
King Edward starts many fashto the surface in the form of brine.
as great an assortment as you find east cf the Mississippi and south of popular young lady of Norrnarela. with
an injured eye.
FOR SALE-ebree
mares, one through wells nearly 800 feet, deep.
ions. Ile has been doing it all his
anywhere at prises neich lower than the Ohio and Potomac rivers will Mo. It Is prestiareel they will return
Malor J. Fle Ashcraft has recovered
life. Usually his ideas are sartorial. wagon, one buggy. Apply to J. C. This brine is pumped tete? a tank and
he put on sale by roads in the south- to Paducah in a few days; to reside.
you pay Weewhere.
from injuries In a fall.
Occasionally though, King Edward Walker, 1148 Broadway.
fettered and ruin into settling tanks.
--Photographs of crkninale arrest- eastern territory. This agreement
Mrs. Joseph A. Meer went to
strikes
out
From there it is drawn off into
an
idea
was
PIANO
and
household
which
conference
furniture
the
comreached
all
the
Ball
by
Evening.
Last
desired
prosecuted
here
are
ed end
Wickliffe to visit Mrs. John B. Wickworld, fashionable or commonplace, for sale at reasonable prices. Apply "grairrers." where the salt cryetalThe ball given by the Brotherhood
by Cbie. of Police John J. Connor of mittee of the Southeastern Passenliffe.
can approve. His latest Is one of 1722 Madison.
lizes. Theee trainers are made of
et. Paul. Minn„ for the rogues' gel- ger association here today at a spe- of Locomotive Engineers last night
Mrs. Lelia Wade Lewis has gone
ry in that city. A letter was re- cial jpeeting held for the purpose of at the Hotel Craig, was a most suc- to Mayfield to visit. She will sing at great humanity. No horse is ever - FOR RENT-Four-room cottage, solid concrete and are much better"
vel yesterday afternoon by Chief considering the matter. It was agrepi cessful affair, and an enjoyable occa- the concert Thursday evening for the sold from tne royal stables after it 314 Tennessee, also strop Second and than the old wooden tanks. Steam
exhaust pipes pane through the grainf Pollee James Collins making the that the new order shall become ef- sion. Several hundred guests were benefit of the Christian church at has outlived its usefulness. It is put Tennessee. Phone 222.6
to death painlessly. This in a source
fective February 1. The rate will be In attendance.
er;, which heat the brine to such a
eqtrest.
Mayfield.
FOR RENT-Office on Legal Row.
of much financial 'loss to the king.altemperature that crystallization be-You know your calling eerie 2 1-2 cents a mile.
Frank F. Davis, at Paducah Traction
Mrs. Edward Tool' has gone to St.
ways hard up. for England is crowdgins. This is a most interesting action
re correct when they come from The
Afternoon Card Party.
company.
Lone to join Mr. Toot.
ed with tuft-hunters who would pay
Notice.
Waecning the steaming stirface of
an. Script cards and t. ate $1.50 a
Mrs. Lawrence Dallam is enterMrs. William Ragan. of Columbia,
SEND your clothes to the Faultexorbitant prices for his old horses
the brine, a pelliele of salt forms,
Ael members of Ingleside Rebekah taining very delightfully at cards this
undral, be Old Engleth $e.
Tenn., has gone home after visiting
less Pressing club. 302% Broadway.
just to brag about them.
which soon breake and sinks down,
--if you want a 10 per cent in- Ledge No. 17 are requested to he afternoon at her home on Fountain Mrs. L. B. Ragan, of Trimble
Drake & Browder; proprietors. Both
street.
to.
their regular Meeting on avenue.
be followed by another, and the
estment, subscribe for some stock present
phones 1607.
'Miss Ethel Scopes has returned
crystallization then proceeds rapidly.
2.3, at
Interesting
the ilet series of the Mechanics Wednesday night, January
Lecture.
from •IsitIng her sistet. Mrs. Fannie
LOST-A black and gold shield
It is this extreme rapi lity of ereeOuilding and Loan Association, which 7:3t,) o'clock, as' the neetle elected
The Rev. 0. W. Banks will lecture
Matinee Musical Club.
Price, at Fulton.
sorority pin, set with pearls and turofficers
tallization in the concrete gAiners
wil be installed. After the
tonight
at
now open. See F. M. Fisher.
the
Trimble
Street
MethoThe Matinee Musical club is meetMrs. James Nagel is visiting Mrs,
quoise, Return to The Stun oMce for
that has asertniehed the oldest kitdist church on the subject eThrough
--Because of the inconvenience or nstallation an elaborate banquet ing this afternoon at the pariah
house T. J. Lowe, her mother, at Mayfield.
reward.
will
be
served by the ladies.
maker; and nettle glad to. direetors
present arrangement it is probePalestine
on
Horseback."
Dr.
Banks
of Grace Episcopal church
Hardison
Mrs. Ola
A Verdi
ts in MaYfleM
I WISH fto announce to the ladles of the Plate Glass Compane.
LUCY ORR, Secretary.
welt
is
actittainted
with
le that tomorrow the hoard of pubhis
subject
and Searlattt program is being given, visiting her stater, Mrs. F. E. Webb.
that I have moved my dressmaking
"No such fast salt-making was
works wee change its meeting
Mr. C. M. Budd and wife returned and nig address will be interesting.
parlors from 61,5 Jefferson to 219 ever known before," said malt-maker
Four Killed In Wreck.
e to Tuesday afternoons.
Mueical Evening.
to Memphis last evening after spendNorth Sixth. Miss Eva Nutt, Modiste. Mason. "it beats all, how the errs-,
Albany, N. Y., Jan. 23.-- Four
-Ceram Wernicke filing eases and
To Our Patrons.
The Church Furnishing society .of ing a week here.
LARGE 6110.Writraft horse sod, tale.forta o- the bottom and hides of
We
reepeetfully
1 supplies for them, also the best men were killed and at least 12 in- the Firet Christian church will give
call
your
attention
A. R. Marton and family, of Harriof carbons. A MR line of blank ured this afternoon on the New York a musical and literary entertainment son street, have returned, home from to the change In the opening of our wagon for sale. Will trade for real the grainer. I never saw anything
ks and all kinds of office supplies. Central, Mohawk division, about half on Friday evening at the home of Mr. a visit to relatives In .Russellville.
performances, from 11:30 to 8:15 estate improsed or unimproved. Ad- like It, and I have been making Raedress P. 0. Box 586.
and good salt too---for tweStY-fire
a mile west of this city, by the colli- and Mrs. J. K. Bondurant
Phone ordam promptly filled.
o'clock every evening
of
Wood,
Wichita,
Mine
Anita
South
Kate.
on
Gid
sion of a Reit engine with a caboose Sixth,street. An attractive
LOST-Yoke
438. R. D. Clements & Co.
and
sleeve
for
ebIld's )aan'
The Kentucky,
program arrived today and is the guest of
dress at Ninth and Monroe. Ratans.
We have Slug Shot that will de- 111914• 1Mb-496bn/ere. All las killed iiad bar been varrkneed.
Man reeers1 Mvxtlts osNertll SOi,Ofstli
F. SCRATOPFRR, MO.
From boyhood Dr. Neese' a the
to 227 North Ninth and receive reeloy all insects on plants; and Plant injured were Italians.
street.
polar explorer, accastornod himself t43.
Pd that will make plants grow.
For Sweet charity.
Mr. and Mrs. W. McCabe, of 107 ward.
Mr. A. M. Rose Is out after a
Russell Sage's. personal estate In
The Charity club will have Its month's illness, the result of an op- North Seventh street are the parents
Aiktnson, 629 Broadway.
lit5f.if."-="A
cVate the use of trnowehosa sod would often
twfated, gold
•14 -Fine carnations sir
t• 5Or a (Viten New York Is now assessed her $50,- Apron Sasser on Retarder at the oration.
trecklaep with a small heart attached KG forty or fifty miles on them with'
of a new boy baby,
400,000. No longer age than Mayor new llI4nols Central ticket office
a ?RU1140111
',
, 1529 Br
&way.
Somewhere on Ninth or Tennessee out raking any food with him. HP
3Com Johnnie R n(1 Gots hellos, of
,
Nock,
the Palmer
---ti.ouis Spencer Da 4e10, a noted Low,* dvsy Sage's personsl estate tax In
Besides Kanto*, are viqiting their brother,
s feels a man knewe ellen he halo attests. Return to 12,16 Tennessee had a greet dislike to any natal for
rens; both Jitney and. oeefok, there Mr. Guy Jones,
for reward.
enough, he's apt to get tilo much,
SU excursions.
'
11111••223 111110ADWAY

$25.00

One Half
Off

If in Good Condition
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Horses Will Pull
Cows Will Pay
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Hogs Will Fatten
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Hart has the right remedies for
Hens, Horses, Cows and Hogs. It
makes them all do their level best
for U. Try it. It's cheap but good.

6E0.0. tIART & SONS CO
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Dandelion
The liver is a eusidei .mul organ, elwass tat work filtering, purifying and
Inanufacturtog ingredlentsilteceitirary to Ills. II is the eentrarlaboratoo
of the body. It plays the part of a natural poison antidote.
Toe poison
contained ie the decomposing food and waste of the body are arrested by it
and rendered harmless. The liver is the seat of manufacture of bile, a
fluid that keeps sweet the Intestine and aids to digeit food. Healthy bile
Is an antiseptic and when defieient or absent the contents of the bowels be
come putrid and full of poisonous matter. You can always keep your liver in a health:: coraition by using Dr Edwards Comp. Dandelion Tablets
or Pills. They act directly upon theaver and produce a healthy flow of
bile
BOTH TABLETS AND PILLS SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS. PRICE 2:Sc
Trial package at W. R. McPherson. Druggist.
Sales Agents S. A. & D. Co., Wellsville, N. Y.

WEDNESRAV. JANFARV 211.

BEASTS ON JAG SIMPLE FORMULA
TWO CENT FARE
EASILY PREPARED

Gil EN
WHISKY TO PREVENT
THEIR TAKING COLD.
•

Elephants
Camels stagger
and
Through snow for 'nuance
of Three Miles.

IN OKLAHOMA WITH STRINGS TO
IT IS ADOPTED.

From Ingredients That Can be
Mixed at Home

Railroad Commetaion May Excuse
Company From Operations on
Surticitut Proof.

Pe.

REE

Claim It Will Break a Cold Quickly
and Cure Any Curable
('ough.
Peru, Ord., Jean. 23.—Thirty-one
Guthrie, Okla., Jan. 23.— Unexcircus beasts on a wild jag, rushing
pectedly strong opposition was dethrcnigh the streets, was a signt witveloped among the Democratic leadnessed by the people of Peru today.
ers
in the constitutional convention
NOTED AUTHORITY PRESCRIBR$
Ilagenback's shows which have been
today t the 2-cent passeneer fare
merged with the Wallace shows, arproposition and Chairman Robert L.
The Baron vs., and cueen.
whea she rece!red her at Bucking- rived here on toe Wabash road this
Williams of the stanaing railroad
The late Baroness Burdett-Contts ham. Palace afterward: "You . never morning from
Mix half ounce of the Pure Virgin committee was forced to suffer deMexico, to go into
and Queen Vicsorat were great friends answered my •letter. Did you rectve winter quarters. Among the animals Oil of Pine with two ounces of gly- feat on this, one of his pet provibut it is said that the queen
was )at?" "Yes," replied the baroness. "I were 21 elephants - and 1G camels. cerine and half a pint of good wilts- sions for the constitution.
much incerteed when the baroness. did not answer the letter because I The beasts shivered when they saw ky; shake well aud use in teaspoonAfter an entire day was consumclaw- GO years old, married! a yound knew that, although it was in your the snow and felt the chilly atmos- ful doses. A famous throat and lung ed in discussion, the following ,subman_ __The baroness stale to the
lesty's .handwriting, It was John phere. Four inches of slush covered specialist who established a camp for stitute, offered by Ledbetter, of Ardthe ground and the air wag rawand Consumptive
(meet announcing her engagement, Broaa's idea."
(Tiepine woods of more, was adopteaas or-roseate-FonMaine, and whose remarkable cures al provision:
damp.
and signed herself -with loyal re- •
Fearing the animals might catch there have attracted great attention . No person, company or corporaspect." The queen's unsympathetic
No'chance tor disappointment if
reply began: "You foolish old wom- you iseree Mrs. Austin's Pancakes. cold, a barrel and a nalf of whisky from the medical world, declares that tion, receiver or other agency, operwas mixed with bran and this given theabove formula will heal the lungs ating a railroad other than a street
an." But the baroness did dot lack All grocers sell it.
he big animels.When the elephants and cure any cougn that is curable. railroad or electric railroad, in Whole
spirit, and she retorted at the first
.will break up a cold in twenty- or in part within tals state, shall deopportunity.
Vittoria addressed
a
He who )(cows how to Eve knows and camels stepped out of the ear
into the snow they became very. noi- four hours, The ingredients can be mand or receive for first-class transletter to the baronees and said, icily. when to die."
sy, trumpeting and hawlici
with secured from any good Prescription portation for each passenger. between
great vigor. Five
hundred people druggist at small cost.
points within the state on the portion
who were watching them fell back.
Inquiry at the prescription depart- of its road operatea within the state
fearing the elephants would break ment of a •leading paarmac:.- elicited more than a cents per mile until othTo Be
away from their keepers. The big the information that the Pure Virgin erwise provided
by law; provided,
beasts ware
through the Oil of Pine is put up only in half- however the railroad commission
hurried
town and to the winter quarters a mince vials for dispensing; each vial shall have power to exempt any raildistance of three miles. Many stag- !a-securely sealed in a round wooden road from the operation of this seeYou get handsome, well
gered on the way and threw snow in ease witieengraved wrapper, sh
n upon satisfactory proof that it
carriages
appointed
every direction, hut they were land- the name—Virgin Oil of Pine Pure) can not earn a reasonable Income upwhen I serve you. We
give promt personal atel at the winter quarters in fafety. —plainly printed thereon. There are on the money actually invested theretention at all times.
To the Person
It was a novel spectacle to see the meta rank imitatione of Virgin Oil in If not permitted to charge more
Cephants
and
camels
acting
of
as
if
Pine
(Pure),
which
than
2
are
cents
mile
for the transper
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around the bend of the river.
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"I have been subject to kndney comsubject of Ecclesiasticism, R tualism
As tile first canoe came abreast of CON FUSION IN HIGH SCHOOL
Du LIM burst out laughing. "By
plaint al: my life; not constantly or
and Creeds, emphasised his position
the lower of the two guns the Canate. Anne, father," said he, "if you
seriously, but every now and then—
dian made the sign of the cross over
against anything and everything that
could take us all back to France at
sometimes without warning. I have
the touchhole and fired. A cheer and
stands for finality in religion.
present we should be very much yet!?
City schools will close tuis after- attacks some of which lay me up. I
then a groan went up from the eager
"Outslie of what is called
relig- debtors."
watchers. The charge had struck the noon until Friday afterno_on to give noticed that the contraction of a cold
ion," he said, "there is no place
"Anil you will remember," said De surface close to the mark
and dashed teachers time to grade "test" pa- always effected my kidnea- secretions.
where absolute truth is fixed. There Is- None sternly. "that you are under such n shower
of water over it that for pers and prepare cards. This week
Like I cad tried more than one preis an irreelstable 'trend toward the my root and that you are speaking of an instant it looked as If it had been
has been consumed in examinations, pare4on• I_ got P.oite's ,Kidaey Pills
belief th-at truth tannest be fixed. ,In UlY guest."
sunk. The next moment, however, the
and hundreds of puptis will be pro- at Geo. C. Kolb, Son & Co's. drug
But the friar was not to be abashed. splash 'subsided, and the, canoe
the religion of philosophy and metshot
"Look at this," said he. whipping a away uninjured save that one of the moted a half a grade higher as a re- store and took them. The last attactt
aphyseo there is an incessant flux;
paper out of his bosom. "It is signed rowers had dropped his paddle, while sult. The work hae been satisfacto- disappeared.
So pleased was I with
in chemisteo, zoology, botany, no one by the governor, and calls
upon you, his head fell forward upon the back of ry generally and it is believed that
the
that
result
I gave Dean's Kidney
for a momeot believes that the end under pain of the king's displeasure,
the man in front of him. The second few failures will be recorded. Monday
Pills to a child of mine annoyed with
has been ireached, Why should the to return thi* man to Quebec. But I gunner sighted the same canoe as it
the schols will be ready to start off weak kidneys. The results obtained
thecOgian say he has reached the have -you now and I shall never leave came abreast of hint.
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on
the second term, and to avoid the stamp Doan's Kidney Pills as being
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until
I see you on board of the
It was a beautiful shot. The e-hole
fixed point in his research?"
confusion Of transfers, this work will up to representations."
Complete machine shop.
The speaker likened the theme of ship which will carry you and yonc charge took the canoe about six feet
wife back to France."
behind the bow and doubled her up be undertaken Friday. Each pupil
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overhung with fog.
"It seems to me, father, that you second canoe had paused to pick up
Teachers Go to School.
States.
-ger
."That is precisely what the men of would have shone more as a soldier some of the wounded men.
Teachers in Paducah are really goRemember the nartie—Doans—and
than as a follower of Christ," said he,
IMP
"Quick,
quick!"
cried
the
seigneur.
science are doing," said President
"Load the gun! We may get the sec- ing to school to each other, although take no other.
Eliot. "They know how slowly, pain- "but since you have followed us here
this fact may not be realized. The
and since there is no getting away we ond one yet!"
fully, patiently they must make their
But it wan not to be. Long before monthly literary
meetings and the
inns settle this question at some later
way. The theologian takes a lifter- time."
they could get it ready the Iroquois weekly grade meetings
are really
ent attitude. He sees in the fog of
A great brown cloud had overspread bad picked up their wounded warriors school sessions for teachers. Each
Now located at
mystery a thing to be beneved. The the heavens and the night bad fallen and were pulling madly downstream,. teacher at the grade
meeting rescientific man is gcing to rule. Before so rapidly that they could hardly see As they shot away the fire died sud- ports results such as
muthey
be,
long it' willbe only his way that will the gleam of the river in front of them. denly down in the burning cottages, either favorable
or unfavorable. To MUST RE ON JURY UNDER THE
and the rain and the darkness chased
command the respect of thinking The savages in the woods and behind in upon them
a great degree this work is responsionce more.
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the captured stocksele were quiet, save
are ready for all kinds of hauling.
people."
"My God!" cried De Catinat furious- ble for the upbuilding of the schools.
for an occasional shot. Suddenly a
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The good die young— especially of the roofs of the cottage's.
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times
the
money
they
cost
s
But
she
Wife No. 1 is Mee JOsephine HupIntl mile+ For 31 stamps the citokehound
"The stage was so arranged that
RUSSIAN CHIEF BuLLET ritoolo.
volume will be sent. Address Dr. R. V.
said she could never make hint appre- S. 6th.
pert
Bocklage,
and
saes
she
wag marthe river was Invisible. Littleiale
Pierce. Buffalo. N. Y.
3018—McMammen, Mrs. Mamie
ciate the feet that money was not all
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets cerealsried to Bocklage in 19.00 at-WashPolice Deicer Has Remarkable Escape was to leap and disappear, et rtking
C., 235 S. 6th.
that she needed.
stipation, biliousness and headache.
soft mattress in the wings, and at the ington, Ito. 'Wife No. 2 is Mrs.
'MAMMA
From Revolver and Bomb.
619—Southern Peanut Co., 220 S.
oak
I know tuen who never think of
same Onto a rock wee to he dropped Clara Frohberger Bocklage, who sayeo
1st.
she ,was marnied to the same man taking home a bunch of flowers to
afohliev, Russia, Jan. 23.--Qhief in a tub of water to create a splash.
3016—Holpin, M. J., 433 N. 4th.
April 12, 1904i, at Little Rock. Saur- their wives. They eitner thiuk it
though
"But,
leap
the
all
worked
of Pollee Rodionoff
was attacked
Is
unnecessary
extravagance
day
the
two
or
that,
chanced
to
meet
We have in the eery over &nee suband diewhile riding In the street today by right In rehearsal, on the night of
if their wives want flowers, they can scribers or five times as filany as the
"This Is Amory dc clatinat, the heretic two asealeante, and had a remarka- act ual m • rform &nee it went wrong. covered the duplicity of their joint.
husband.
and Huguenot!"
• get them themselves. They do not Independent company; outside the
ble escape from death. One of the There was neither 'mattress nor tub
Bocklage, when confronted by both realize that women prize the little city and within the county we have
dry a's tiuder. Ile bad hardly spoken men emptied an automatic revolver there. When poor Littleelale jumped
wives, said that he had not legally courtesies, the attentions and eviden- 63 times as many subscribers as the
before a great yellow tongue of (Mule at itocitottoff, miseed him,
but mortal- he fell eight feet and landed on an
married No. 2, but had deceived her ces of thoughtfulness, more than Independent company. Yet it will
licked out Of one of. the windows, and
oaken
crash,
Jove!
with
floor
a
by
ly wounded his coachman, while the
again and again. until suddenly half of
"The audience, expecteclit to hear a and had friends sot as justice and money. It is the invitation to the place a, telephone In your residence
fife roof fell in, and the cottage was second threw a bomb.:and although
little outing or vacation, the lanai at the same rate the Independent cum
splush
and 'hearing instead the thun- license clerk.
blazing like a pitch bucket. The flames NO, instrument exploded with tretrip
to another city, the bringingIpanyels-eupposed to charge, and proderous impact of lAttledale's bones
Ease Prase, itching, Scabby Ski. hissed and sputtered in the pouring mendous) force, the Chief of police
home of tickets to the theater or vide In addition, long distance radiiMAY
on
TAP
But
titter.'
CRATFR
the
tile
eeet
grew
oak
usp
they
below,
a
but,
front
rain;
fed
T()
TAME SEA.
was not 'hurt. The assailants were
D bream.
opera, or to the concert or lecture; it tiers which will enable you to reach
Permanently cured try taking Botanic. still higher and fiercer. flashing redly
pursued by the police. One commit- heroic Littlealale, equal to the (tome
Blood Balm.. If you have aches and
Is the hundred and one little things fully fifty million people from your
pains in bones, back and joints. Itching upon the great trees and turning their ted suicide and the other was capt- inon silenced them
Hawaiians Plan to Utilize Lava In
Scabby Skin, Blood feel hot or thin; trunks to burnished brass. Their light
that make 'he average woman happy, home.
"
he shouted front beConetructkm of Breakwater,
Swollen Glands. Risings and Bumps on made, the Melo/ewe and the manor ured.
and not merely the fact that aer imthe Skin, Mucus Patches in Mouth, Sore
Call 100 for runner information.
"—Home
feosen!'
water's
low
'the
Throat. Pimples, or offensive eruptions; house as eleat as day and exposed the
iterative wants are supplied in a lump
Magazirie
Copper-Colored Spots or Rash on Skin, whole long stretch of the river. A fearWHY
Honolulu, H. L. Jan. 23.—Hilo
are run-down, or nervous; 'Ulcers on
Pt)m.
Should your bahy suffer? When he is
people have a novel scheme for the
eny part of the body. Hair or Eye- ful yell teem the woodss announced that fretful and restless, don't experiment
men overlook the fact that
WigtED
THE
brows falling out, Carbuncles or Boils. the aavagea had seen the canoes.
All
on hire and one ant old thing 'your
conetructlon of a, breakwater for that
CAIRO LINN.
Take Botenle Blood Raba, aeuiratitoed
Is a stage, and Ballard's Snow Lint,
it does not take so much, otter all, to
"They are rushing through the woods. neighbor recommends. Buy a bottle of ment
to cure even the Worst Rnd most deep
plays a most promineet part. It harbor: It is suggested by one of the
White's Cream YeemItuge, greatest
satisfy the average woman. It is
seated cases. Heals all sores, stops They are making for the water's edge." known worm medicine arid some for all has no superior for Rheumatism, stiff
(Incorporated.)
all swellings, makes
blood
pure cried lie COMM.
children's diseases. It Is mild in its joints, cuts, sprains, and all pains. Buy HIlo newspapers that some engineer- largely a question of the right spirit. gmandpv ale
and Paducah PaiN1111
and rieh, completely changing the enit,
try
It
and
action,
you
will
builds
up the system. !mike,'
always use It ing plan be arranged
where*
the
"They
some
have
canoes
there,"
down
tire body Into a clean, healthy condithln, puny babies fat. Mrs. J. C. Anybody who has used Funtard's Snow
of doing things ,which
indicate
molten
lava
in
ttom B. D. B. Is the recognised blood said
the
crater
of
KIIR110a
Lhut.
proof
What
does.
Liniment
Is
a
of
It
Smith, Tampa. Fla., writes: "My baby
thoughtfulness. Just giving a wife
remedy for these conditions.
"But they must pass us," cried the was thin and Wkly, could not reteln Day a trial bottle 26c, 60c and $1.00. he utilised in the conagruction of the
Coulee, Cored.
Sold by all druggists.
its food and cried all night. I used
check once In a while, no matter
a
If you have a persistent Pimple. seigneur of Ste. Marie. "Oct down to one bottle of White's Cream
breakwater. The latest scheme that
Wart, Swellings, Shooting. Stinging the cannon and see if you cannot atop and In a few days baby wasYerm1fugo
how large It may he. or telling her to
laughing
has
been
advances& is to open it bilge
Pains,. take Blood Bairn and they will
happy and well."
Real Enthursiast.
disappear before they develop into Can- them."
trench from the inner pit of the cra- draw as much as she needs from your
Sold by all druggists.
(Daily Heeept Sunday.)
"Speaking of applying the artistic
cer. Many apparently hopeless cases of
They had hardly reached the guns
ter of Ilalemsumate inside of Kilantea bank account, will not satisfy a woCancer. Suppurating Swellings, Eating when two large canoes filled with warSteamers
Joe Fowler and John S.
duties
to
reminds
ordinary
me of my
Sores or tumor cured by ft B. B. '
Hanoi* Wants Peace,
meter, and divert the stream of lava manly woman. It is yourself she Hopkins, leave Padues.h for Brans'
Botoollo mood Ratio (B. B. la.) I. riors shot out from among the reeds
auht
unmarried
with
-Whom
I
lived
Berlin, Jan. 23.-- Profeseor
vlle and way landings at 11 a. m.
Pleasant and safe to take. Thoroughly below the fort.
down the side of the mountain into wants with the money.--Rnecess.
when I was a child. She used some
tested for 20 years. Commuted. of Piorp
Special excursion rate now In le"Jean, you anh our best shot," cried Martens, head of the inttettational
the rest along the point where the
Botanic Ingredients. Strengthens Weak
11111: JOY
feet from Padneeh to Evansville sal
Kidneys and Weak stomachs. curee DO in None. "Lay for her as she law department at St. Petersburg times to do ?itch a fine job of mak- breakwater Is to
be Placed', ft is ee- of living Is to have good health. Itrir
Dympopt•la. sopouto wean tr..* by writ- passes the great pine tree. Lambert, University,
arrived here last night ing the beds that she would make Dmeted that the cost of sucl
Herbine and you will have bushels of return, 84.00. Elegant music ea the
ing Him.' filtIM
Atlantn. Get. Sold
an un- joy.
you need not be blue, fretful and boat. Table unanrpaseed.
on
sleep
the
because
Ill
floor
she
hr Drustallitent Per lora* settle or sent do you take the other gen."
from nt. Petershorg on a mission indertaking
evotild
not he a million clot- have that bail taste in yotir mouth.
be espresso groped& Redd in Padrealt
The two wrinkled old artillerymen trusted to
hadn't the (ware to see her Work
Try
a
him
by
Emperor
Ky.. by R. W. Walker g
Nteholars
W. J. Gil- glanced along their guns and
lane and that the goeernment would for allbottle of Iferbine, a poaltive cure
waited
liver permpltalnts. IC. Harrell.
bert. Lena Bros. efiul Alvey & List..
STEAMER DNA FOWLER
of inquiring per/en-tally of the princi- spoiled."—Exch ange.
be able to save oonsiderable money. Austin, TelL. writes: "I .have used beeves Padnesh for C.4170
for ,the canoes to come abreast of them.
and way
Ilerhine for over a yrarAgnd find It a
pal
governments
of
Europe
concernThe fire biased higher and higher, and
nee regulator. I gladly recommend it landings at 8 a. m. sharp, daily asMamma--There,
Dick;
meet
you
the broad river lay like a sheet of dull ing ehetr views of the date anti' proa fine medicine for Dyspephda.A gram widow who has plenty. of asSold
ent Sunday. Spacial erension rates
by all druggists.
Metal. with the two dark lines Vitt gram of the Wend peeve conference go right to bed without a moulht.Li:
5 5
now in effect from Paducah to OW,
the lens-gmen is seldom loft at tbs.)
etreeptilit ihrtnty it --•••••• ramie. - 714 piesfetemer /epee or *stippEr."
thettitba, t post.----Chicago
sad return, with or without meals
News.
Funny
Of
actions
some
Movie
are
down the center. One was fifty yards In to qbtaln an authoritative
expresaion mute sleep on an empty stomach."
lIseorperated.)
due to their lack of the sense of hu- Mid room. Good music and table anfront of the other, lint in (nett the In- of
the wifihes of the American gov- Mamma--"Then turn over on your
Intrieured.
The man who looks for trouble is mor.
dians were bending to theft paddles
P111C111,1114111tutesy, aml NAURU!
For further Information apply Is
a? Otatogeola in stake POSITIONS s. and pulling frantically, while their ernment throned) AMbaseadOt Tower. back.**—Judge.
seldom
disappointed.
k eared er money ES'Kora)
Also teach 101 comrade.' from the +
S. A. Fowler, General Pass. Agent, or
%borers
wooded
e
It eonvidce you iii.
1 BO AIL. cats
If you epic) muffins and waffled, Oleos Fowler, Cbty
Pass Agent, al
Orev•enerts T UV T. ChM or ssaa to, whooped them on to fee* exertions.
Savage Orme have canted many al T
man) lawyers make a specialSilent wittehea of the night are in Mrs. Austin's Pancake Deur and
Fowler-Crnatbitugil & Os'a SSW
sationmse.
The fugitive haul already disappeared mkn (0 travel for his heal
of handling beer Ohs.
those *e neglect to wind.
pm; Will be delighted.
Roth phones NO. 18.
411110141111110k

third floors of our building, provided with
heat, water, light, electric elevator and modern
sanitary arrangements.
Prices lowest in city for similar offices--double offices especially adapted for dentists.

Bu A. CONAN DOYLE,
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BAILEY

Talks on Eyes

RIVER .NEWS'

By
I rrt,:n STATES
DR. M. S TE I N FELD RE-ELECTED
SENATOR Volt TEXAS.

River Stages.
47.8
Cairo .. •
8.0
Chattanooga ..
63.2
Cincinnati
45.3
Evansville
4.7
Florence ..
12.0
Johnsonville
41.2
Louisville
23.2
Mt. Oa rmel
27.9
Nashville
10.9
Pittsburg
26.3
St. Lonis
47.2
Mt. Vernon
42.3
Paducah

Hot Fight Put Up Against Him lint
He Carries Roth Branches of
Legislature.

Austin, Tex.._ Jan. 23.--Senator
Josepa W. Haecy was today re-elected senator from this state in joint
session of the legislature by a vote
The
of 108 to 45, in the senate.
vote_ was 11 in fasor of Bailey and
10 against; in the lower house Bailey received 89 votes while 35 were
cast against him.
3

11015
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PLAYING

1

0.3
2.5
0.3
0.2
0.7
1.3

rise
rise
fall
rise
rise
rise
St'd
rise
rise
fall
rise
rise
rise

Mies Ina Lehr and Company at

Kentucky t

'gilt.

DEATHS OF A DAY 11 TODAY'S MARKETS
•
J. S. Bingham's Infant.
.
hs-old Want of
Floyd th(i 1n-mout
at' 521 Soutn
J. S. Bigiaam. died
Tenth sir at. this rntening, of .a complication or diseases. The body was
taken to Dulaney, Ky. for burial,

Local Market*.
Dressed- Chlekens-250 tterefaer
Eggs-25c doz.
Butter--25c lb.
Sweet Potatees-7Per bu. 69,le.
Country Hams-15c lb.
Irish Potatoes-Per bu. 60C.
Green Sausage-10c /b
Seusage-10c. tb.
Country Lard-12c lb.
C'elery-75c bunch.
Turnips--50c bu,
Parsnips-$1.0C bu.
Greer Tomatoes-Sae basket.
Turnips-Three for 10e.
Lettuce-10c.
Spinach-50c bu.
Peas-10c qt.
Rabbits-15c each.
Honey-17c lb.

cape.
The Kit. Carson wilt leave Friday
for Cairo to enter the trade between
that point and Memptvis. - The wheel
has been finished and other repairs
practically are completed.
The Leda wit Inet get off theaselateks
until the first pert of next weak and
will be in fine shape. Tomorrow the
Charles Turner will be taken out on
the docks for repairs,
yeFterday
The Naahville Banner
had a story of threatewing letters receaved bdy Captain Tyner, of the Buttorr figm "night riders" of the tobacco belt, who .aseert they will burn
any steamer carrying tobacco not of
the 'association. When efforts are
made to destroy the property of river
men, a different proposition will be
struck from the farmers,' who have
tolerated the outrages. Rivermen,
the majority of them have little property themselves, and as feting death
is an everyday thing with them, retaeatory ameasurea probably would
result from the rivermen. Then on
a steamboat, somebody is awake all
be
the time, and the others can
aroused quicker than any Men on
earth. Uncle Sant will be affected
alto,* the Moment damage is attempt-

Men's and Boys'
Tr o users

4

Every man knows that there is nothing quite so effective for bracing up an
old suit as a pair-of odd trousers. For
a trifling cost you may get several
months good service out of that coat
and vest. Same thing for the boys
going to school; rough work on boys'
pants, as mothers know. The tempting reductions below apply to men's
and boys' trousers and also to boys'
knee pants in our Children's Department. Come in and see what.we are
offering; get the habit, for our bargains are always real ones.
75c Pants reduced to......
$1.00 Pants reduced to
1.50 Pants reduced to
2.00 Pants reduced to
3.00 Pants reduced
4.00 Pants reduced to .......
5.00 Pants reduce.d to
6.00 Pants reduced to
7.00 Pants reduced to
8.00 Pants reduced to

.......

.43
.75

$1.13

.....

1.50
2.25
3.0-0
3.75
4.50
5.25
6.00

/.

•

This cut also applies to all Knee
Pants in our Children's ll,-Tartment.

a4 against marine property.
. An orgaaize.:Ion of peanut growers
-similar to the Dark Tobacco Growers'
aesoelaticn, is talked of among West
hela, draining the Mountains of the frame structure, was raised squarely
Teuyessee farmers. Its avowed purcentral part 'of the state, enters the from the floor five or six feet in the
pose will be to raise places on peaMenongahela. Snow hat nothing to air and during the few seconds that
nuts to the producer. In that case,
with the present rise in the Ohio. It wavered in the wind many pieces
do
Ruth Thomas.
a lively time for the steamboats prob
of furniture were blown out. Then
Ruth Thomas, 5 years old, daughably would result, should the rivalry
walls fell down, splitting in two.
the
DYING.
11ELIEVED
HOWARD
JOE
5us
of
IKILLS MOTHER OF SWEETHEART ter of Mr. Ben H. Thomas,
Atebetween the association and
and his family had narrow esFoss
this
North 'Sixteenth street, died
Optical Headquarters if Paducah.
pendent growers reach the point as
capes.
Musical.Comof
Compoeer
and
Actor
morning
of dIptatheria. The funeral
Flint, Mich., Man Then Blows Out
Peanuts
in the tobacco situation.
609 Broadway.
edies III at St. Louis,
will he condutted .tomorrow afterHis Own Brains.
are one of the largest items in the
WRIGHT TO GIVE UP POST,
residence.
at
the
at
°aloe];
2
noon
height business of Tennessee river
Howard
E.
SC('1ALISTS '.%11E.al) IN RUSSIA.
-Joe
'
23.
Louis,
St.
Jan'
Mut, Mich., Jan. 23.-Frank The burial
wi:: be in Oak Grove
boats.
of Chicago, an actor and composer Privnte Cablegram From Tokio Says
Green today entered the hotye of Mrs. ,cemetery. Th Rev. Calvin Thompson
The City of Memphis will leave
Cast Large Proportion (1(. 1111114es for Thomas Braidwood. shot and tinted will conduce the services.
of "The Land of Nod." "The Umpire,"
He Will Resign.
this evening at G o'clock for the
Representatives in Parliament.
"The Time, the Place and the Girl '•
Washington, Jan. 23 --According
the woman. wounded her son George,
Tentsegatee 'river.
and the musical come:ides, is now to a private cablegram received in
aged 19, and then sent a bullet into
Pat Roger's' Funeral.'
The Dirk Fowler had a fair trip
The
23.-Jan.
Petersburg.
St.
thought to be dying at the Jefferson Washington today from a.protninent
hie brain with fatal effect. Green was
The funeral of Mr, - Pat Rogers
to Calera with last night's theater
second day of the an tine of balaas enamored of the la-year-cld daughter
hotel. Pneumonia and kidney dis- government official in Manila, Gen,
who died Monday of 'stomach trot/.
pascompany as passengers. The
PADUCAH GRAIN MARKET.
for re.preeentetivesin the new parlia- of Mrs. Braidwood, who had ;minei
are his ailments. Mabel Harri- Luke Wright, American ambassador
ease
mornthis
o'clock
was
lee
held at 9
senger business therefore, was fair
Wheat-75c bu.
ment in the -fact ry detects has ye- his enmity by interfering in his atson, his wife, is attending him. -Mr. to Japan, has made known to his
ing frotu t he St. Francis de Sales
fete
Cory-52c Me in sacks.
suited in a coirinusd socialat sue- tentions to the girt Green formerly
Howard war, stricken while playing friends that he wild retire from the
church. The burial Was in Mt. CarThe Buttorff came in this morning
Corn-fs0c bu. in sacks.
cese. The c.oneervat ire ye' t,. barely boarded with the Braidweede, but left
in Springfield, Ill., and expert medi- diplomatic service next August and
mel cemet ry. His Jather and one
from
Clarksviele and will leave this
Hay-From jobbers to rass11 deal
lie• saitsitutienztl
2 or 'cent. and
cal attention was demanded. He was return to hie home in. Memples, Tenn.
about six w eks ago. Mrs. Braldwood brother from Chicago attended the era-Serict grades. Choice Tim, afternoon for Nashville.
,
Democratic is 1 1"- ''ii'. f th.• tatal was
brought to St. Louis today on a spec- to resume the practice of law. Neither
3S years od.
Tim.,
2
No.
The
$20.'
Tine,
Joe Fowler arrived this after$211 No. 1
vote. The elettens in the Kirehia
ial train. -Dre Boehm pronounces his President Roosevelt nor the secre$19. Fancy northern clocer $20 noon from _Evansville with. a good
t)
the'
territory have hfit'li eaf
case critical.
tary of state .have been advised that
PADI"('AH COMMA NI)EitY.
PARKERSBURG DHY AND WET.
-Prom county wagon. at public quid trl pall along the line, and left, after
MinFlenis.
progressi
Wright will relinquish his.-pot at
it) medium to very poor, $8 to SIT elientEng to local business, for the
WIND PLAYS A STRANGE PRANK Tokio.
1rka and Complimented fly Inspecting Officer Om foe for •11101101
timid Isittudistes %%atter ‘1.1..
same point.
1,500 LIVES LtHir.
Breaks Pump...
Laet Night.
The Inverness did not gee away
Additons to (Ansa Fund Today.
Lifts Walls From the Ground Floor
asee
for the Cumber:and rives until toPRINCETON STATION.
Wa%i•iii
Tidal
file
As Result of the
E. Hearne, $15; EL L. BradR.
Furniture
Sweetie
and
Away.,
Pat ersbu rg. \V Va., Jan. 23.day
Padu(•ah Commander- No. il„
Dill.oli East Italica.
ley, $15; Old Terrell Distillery comTh;5
is %AO bout water for domes- Knights Temp:ar.. stands a
good Eatterjeh
Official
Forecasts.
eti Contract for the
_
El Paso, Tex., Jan. 23 -A wind- pany, $9; E. G. Boone, $15; Will J.
Thu. tdal 1.:r use, caused by the breaking of a chance. ot recelvtng the medal for the
Huaguie,
The Ohio at Evansville will conBrick Work.
storm played tricks with the house Gilbert $30; Star Laundry, $21;
large pump at the _water works this best drilling and acemereinients- at
rising slowly during theesext 24
tinue
atems or ow
Wavc which dales'
of'. L. Foss, who lives on the John W. Scott, $50; Edward Bridges,
'morning. anialAr pumps sere put the annual state meeting of the lodge
hours, come to a stand. then fall. As
lanai smith ofl
Duteh East Intlato
Gectge Katterjohn has aeettred the
heights at the hdge of the town last $30.
1.1out 'of connnasion by the flood see at Mayesville next May. After the ofMt.
Vernon
continue
rising
durwill
contract for brick work on the
Atchin, a,entwine a
The wind come down the
night.
hauling
ieral dee. ago. People are
Hand
t:,4,
ing the next 36, beers. come to a
ficial inspection last•evening by Capprectimily
at. •
eels Central passenger station
Subscribe for The Sun.
Mountain and the. whole bundlers, a
aed tarrying eater from wells and tain John Coweaa he complanented
stand, then fall. At Patiecah and
PrineetOn for about $15,4414e• • and
be
will
probab.y
the 247ghtm on their work arid sail
Cairo, the rise will continue for at
sen e„ hae'niher Places. It
will go to Princeton Monday" witha
formation re(ehea
• seveaal do's bcrore the city is supleast tour days longer. The indicated
thougat they had the handsomest
1' e. said that
a
almost d.saparseed
force of bricklayers to start the work.
oter,
pate; eith
crest stages are as follows: El-stew:Ile
uniforms ie the state, not excepting
The contract is dist to different coniost the.
probably Lair, ate.
close to 46 feet. Mt. Vernon betweeli
Lottisve:le. The Inspection beean at
:., vrmt
1 ,111,1h,
tra-eters-, the wood work going to one
47.5 a-nd 48 feet. Paducah about 4.5
4:30 o'clock yesterday afternoon and
•Dartner of Rhode% Killed.
contractor, the briek
another.
to
Ta (eve governor
to b3 felt daily
York, Jan. 23. -William C. after a fine luncheon given to the Plans for the depot heretofore pub- feet. Cairo about 49 feet.
New
of Anthill has goat' ie ;he -vette of
The Tennessee from Florence to
to snow or rain a cold comes.
Ashuell, of the seek exchange firm members by the ladles of -the Batter Haled show a $25;000 ittrturture of
the catastrophe.
of Aithetal & company, was struck by Star, at 6:30 o'cloek, the iqopection letone ant- brick for paesenger sere- the mouth, no material change at
present indicated.
a steel ar itt Ceitintima atvenue to- was resumed and finished late in the lee exclifalvely.
Keystone Guard oragnizarien.
The Mime/slept from below
St
(1 () and so -se%cre.) injured that he ,evenIng.
s
24,
-en Thursday eigat, Js uary
Louis to Cairo, will contitie rising.
died a few hours later. Mr. .eshwell
Richtnond Hines Armory.
the Keystone Guard.. a fete eta; voA stage of 29 to 30 feet is indicated
waa lei years old: It% was one of the
MORGAN'S 110,1. APPROVED
Richmond, Va., Jan. 23.--Fire for
sick and aleident benefit
operative willcure le one night-it will alwae,prevent
Cape Girardeau.
early- partners of the Pie Coca
whi(h tnrcatened the retail business
order, will orgareze a load Gitmu rut,
a cold if taken on coming in out of the wet.
The lower Wabaeh wl-ll ,contiarie
Rhodes :n the diamond fields of South Marra P:Ina Ma itall noel l'nder Con- of
the ray for a time early this
Delightfully pleasant to the taste. Good
Mr, J. W. Buatnan. the supreme pree
rising during the next 2 days, with
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